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(ABSTRACT)

Software radios have evolved as multimode, programmable digital radios that perform radio functions using digital signal processing algorithms. They have been designed as software programmable radios using a combination of various hardware elements and structures. In this dissertation a soft radio refers to a completely configurable radio that can be programmed through software, to change the radio behavior including the hardware functionality. Conventional software radios achieve flexibility through software with the use of static hardware. While these radios have the flexibility to operate in multiple modes, the hardware is not used efficiently. This inefficient utilization of hardware frequently limits the flexibility of software radios and the number of modes the radio can support. Soft radios however, attempt to gain flexibility through the use of reconfigurable hardware. The same piece of hardware can be configured to perform different functions based on the mode the radio is operating in.

While many soft/software radio architectures have been suggested and implemented, there remains a lack of a formal design methodology that can be used to design and implement reconfigurable soft radios. Most designs are based on ad hoc approaches which are appropriate only for the problem at hand.

After examining the design issues of a soft radio an architecture, called the Layered Radio Architecture, is developed with the use of stream based processing and run-time reconfigurable hardware. These choices aid in maximizing performance with minimum hardware while keeping the architecture robust, simple, and scalable. The reconfigurable platform enables hardware paging through reusability hardware. The stream-based ap-
approach gives a uniform modular structure to the processing modules and defines the protocol for interaction between various modules. The architecture describes a formal yet open design methodology and makes it possible to incorporate all of the features of a software radio while minimizing complexity issues. The layered architecture also defines the methodology for incorporating changes and updates into the system.

The layered radio architecture assumes run-time reconfigurability of the hardware. This feature is not supported by existing commercial reconfigurable hardware, like FPGAs. A Custom Computing Machine (CCM), called Stallion that supports fast run time reconfiguration, has been developed at Virginia Tech. This dissertation describes the deficiencies of existing commercial reconfigurable hardware and shows how the Stallion is capable of supporting the layered radio architecture.

The dissertation presents algorithms and procedures that can be used to implement the layered radio architecture using existing hardware. The architecture is validated with the implementation of two receivers: A single user CDMA receiver based on complex adaptive filtering and a W-CDMA downlink rake receiver with channel estimation. Performance analysis of these receivers show that it is important to keep the paging ratio high while maximizing utilization of the processing elements. The layered radio architecture with the use of Stallion can support existing high data rate systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction to Soft Radios

Software radios are evolving as flexible all-purpose radios that can implement new and different standards or protocols through reprogramming [35], [6], [38]. Software radios can reduce the cost of manufacturing and testing, while providing a quick and easy way to upgrade the product to take advantage of newer signal processing techniques and new wireless phone applications. The ideal software radio has a set of features that are not yet realizable in commercial systems due to limitations in current technology and cost considerations. Specifically, DSP microprocessors are not fast enough to implement all radio functions and thus some dedicated Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC) are required. This is a consequence of processing speed being traded for flexibility and efficiency. All research efforts are thus geared towards realizing the ideal software radio. The main features of a software radio are:

- Placement of the A/D converter: Ideally the A/D converter should be placed adjacent to the antenna in the transmitter and receiver, so that almost all the functions are performed digitally for maximum flexibility. However, due to practical limitations in
cost and speed of digital signal processing, most current software radio architectures
digitize the signal at the Intermediate Frequency (IF) stage.

- Highest level of reconfigurability: It should be possible to modify the entire configura-
tion of the radio entirely in software. The system should accommodate various protocols
and formats. For example, it should be possible to configure the radio to any modulation
format, frequency, coding formats, network protocols, and standard. Further, the radio
should also have the flexibility to incorporate changes or additional functionality as the
need arises.

- Run time reconfigurability: It should be possible to change some of the parameters of
the system during run-time without powering the system down. This allows for a change
in the standard being supported during transmission. This capability also allows for a
sub-system to be “paged” into the hardware as needed.

In this report the term soft radio refers to a completely configurable radio that can be
programmed in software to reconfigure physical hardware. In other words, the same piece
of hardware can be modified to perform different functions at different times. This allows
the hardware to be specifically tailored to the application at hand, resulting in greatly
increased speed and silicon efficiency, while maintaining a high degree of flexibility.

Soft radios give rise to the possibility of having multi-mode terminals without the “Velcro
approach” of including separate silicon for each possible standard, which considerably
increases the size and cost of the radio. The number of discrete components are re-
duced in a soft radio, since many of the traditional radio functions like synchronization,
modulation, and coding can be integrated into one chip.

Soft radios also reduce the cost associated with manufacturing and testing the radios.
It is possible to precisely predict the performance of digital hardware, unlike analog
hardware, which frequently show a drift over time in characteristics.

Once the soft radio is fabricated, the design cycle for upgrading the radio is reduced,
since most of the existing hardware can be used. Furthermore, a soft radio is scalable, that is, additional hardware modules can be easily added to expand the capabilities of the radio, similar to adding memory to a PC. Total software reconfigurability also makes it possible to transmit upgrades to the mobile receiver over the air with minimal hardware compatibility issues. Soft radios also have the capability to perform self-diagnosis, thus reducing the need for human intervention, thus increasing reliability.

A soft radio might autonomously select the best transmission mode, send probing signals to establish a link, explore communications protocols with the remote end and adapt to the remote signal format [34]. It could also select the mode for lowest cost, service availability or best signal quality.

1.2 Motivation

Research in the area of soft/software radios has led to the development of many theoretical architectures as well as specific soft radio implementations. While most researchers agree on the usefulness of the soft/software radio and most of its desirable features [36] [35] [32] [61], there remains a lack of a general design methodology that can be applied to reconfigurable systems. Most designs are based on ad hoc approaches which are appropriate only for the problem at hand. The theoretical architectures lack a formal design methodology needed for the systematic realization of soft radios.

Third generation (3G) systems are now starting to be deployed. However, 1G and 2G standards will continue to be widely used for some time to come. To achieve “communications anywhere, anytime,” it is imperative to support these varied standards, necessitating the use of software radios. Further, even with global convergence of standards, 3G and future systems will have to support services beyond voice. There will eventually be systems where the user can select the Quality of Service (QoS) for each call that have different physical layer characteristics based on the specific services the user
selects. Such systems could use various adaptive algorithms like adaptive modulation schemes which can be implemented efficiently with the use of software radios. However, for these systems to be commercialized and deployed on a large scale, a systematic design methodology for software radios is needed. Standardization of the methodology would help vendors to design products that can be used by independent software radio manufacturers. However, the design methodology should be open and allow room for development of new algorithms and should not limit the scope of the communication or signal processing algorithms currently used in wireless systems.

Research has been continuing at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University in developing algorithms and architectures for soft radios under the sponsorship of Defense Advanced Research Projects Administration’s (DARPA) GloMo I & II projects. The research efforts of GloMo I culminated in the implementation of a multiuser receiver based on reconfigurable computing [2]. As a follow-on to GloMo I, a generic soft radio architecture was developed that uses reconfigurable hardware and stream-based processing [48].

1.3 Contributions

A survey of existing soft radio architectures was performed to identify the areas that needed further research. The survey identified the following key areas: first, the latest innovations in reconfigurable computing are not being exploited in soft radio architectures. Second, the existing architectures are based on ad-hoc designs and lack a systematic design procedure which stifle their widespread use across platforms and standards. Third, the existing soft radio architectures support only a subset of the existing systems and features and are not truly soft. In other words, if a radio is designed to handle IS-95 and GSM, the same radio cannot handle third generation systems without modifications to the hardware. Also, features like over-the-air updates and software validation are
commonly ignored in current software radio architectures. A detailed study of the design issues led to the development of an architecture that overcomes the limitations of existing software radio systems.

In this report a formal design philosophy and methodology is developed that can be used to design any soft radio. The architecture ties in the latest developments in custom computing machines with software radio architectures for designing radios that can support all the desirable software radio features. A soft radio architecture is developed that can handle complex data processing with efficient resource allocation, while maintaining hardware reusability, flexibility and scalability. Stream-based processing was found most suitable for soft radio architectures to keep them simple and scalable in hardware.

The concept of **layered radio architecture** is introduced, that enables maximum flexibility in radio capability. The architecture describes a formal yet open design methodology. Many of the ideas behind the layered architecture were drawn from the Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) layered network model. The architecture assumes stream-based computing applied to a run-time reconfigurable hardware platform. The reconfigurable platform enables reusability of hardware during run-time thereby optimizing the use of silicon in a multimode radio. The stream-based approach gives a uniform modular structure to the processing modules and defines the protocol for interaction between various modules. The layered architecture provides a formalized structure for the implementing communications signal processing functions in reconfigurable hardware modules. The layered architecture also describes inter-module interface and communication that is not dependent on a particular standard or system. The design of the architecture also includes a detailed description of the actual procedure needed to configure the radio to different systems, load in a new configuration and other programming issues.

This architecture is capable of supporting a soft radio and all its desirable features. Current research at Virginia Tech focuses on the development and testing of a soft radio based on the layered architecture and building a library of soft radio modules. The
report also shows that the architecture is capable of supporting some of the widely used
standards like IS-136, IS-95 and other 3G systems. A single user CDMA receiver using
complex adaptive filtering was implemented to validate the layered radio architecture
on worm-hole reconfigurable hardware platform.

A theoretical analysis of the architecture is used to demonstrate that the architecture
is capable of supporting all the desired software radio features. In addition, it is shown
that the architecture can support existing and future high data rate systems. The
implementation of a downlink rake receiver with channel estimation for W-CDMA shows
that the architecture with the use of a CCM called Stallion can handle complex high
data rate signal processing while retaining flexibility. Speed/flexibility tradeoff has been
well accepted in software radios. The layered radio architecture with the use of CCMs
can support existing 3G data rates as well as higher data rates while retaining complete
flexibility and using acceptable levels of power consumption.

Finally the report outlines some of the requirements on the development of the reconfigurable hardware. The design methodology and concepts used in the architecture can
be easily extended for building reconfigurable nodes in the higher network layers.
Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Software Radios in Existing and Future Wireless Systems

With the emergence of new technologies and services, the demands placed on the mobile handset have continually increased. There is an increasing need for integrated services that offer seamless global coverage, future proof radios and user controlled Quality of Service (QoS). Software radios are now poised to handle these different issues in an efficient manner.

There has been an emphasis on providing integrated services for voice, data and video through communication across heterogeneous devices to provide seamless service to the user. The concept of integrated seamless global coverage requires that the radio support two distinct features. First, it should offer global roaming or seamless coverage across geographical regions. Second, it should interface with different systems and standards to provide seamless services at a fixed location. Multimode phones that can switch between different cellular standards like IS-95 and GSM fall in the first category while the ability to interface with other services like Bluetooth, or IEEE 802 networks fall in the second
A brief look at the development of different wireless standards throughout the world indicates the presence of diverse systems even with a strong effort to unify global standards, as well as a shift towards higher data rates as mobile handsets provide increased services. Studies on globalization of personal communications began in 1986 by the International Telecommunications Union (ITU), to identify the long term spectrum needs for the future 3G mobile telecommunications systems [16]. In 1992, ITU identified 230 MHz of spectrum in the 2GHz band to implement the International Mobile Telecommunications - 2000 (IMT-2000) system for worldwide basis for satellite and terrestrial components. The aim of IMT-2000 is to provide universal coverage enabling terminals to have seamless roaming across multiple networks. Standard bodies in various countries have since been trying to achieve harmonization on issues like radio interfaces, system evolution, backward compatibility, user migration, global roaming, and introduction of mobile services and capabilities to support terminals.

2G standards enabled data capabilities from 9.6kb/s to 14.4kb/s [29]. As the demand for capabilities requiring higher data rates percolated in the mid 90’s, 2.5G standards began to evolve with higher data rates enabled by multi-slot data. GSM was enhanced through the introduction of Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE), and General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) that allows data rates up to 170kbits/sec [16]. EDGE allows GSM operators to use the existing GSM bands to offer wireless multimedia Internet Protocol (IP) based services and applications. EDGE provides bit rates of 384 kbps for pedestrian and low speed vehicular movement, 144 kbps for high speed vehicular movement, 2 Mbps using indoor wideband. Among the third generation systems, CDMA2000 uses a chip rate of 3.6864 Mchips/s for 5 MHz bandwidth with a direct spread downlink, and a 1.2288 Mchips/s chip rate for a multicarrier downlink, where the multicarrier approach partitions the downlink spectrum into multiple 1.25 MHz carriers. CDMA2000 provides data rates from 144kbps to over 2Mbps in the forward link. W-CDMA specifies a constant chip rate of 3.84Mchips/s with data rates from 8kbps to
2Mbps.

As 3G systems are launched, they will have to co-exist with the second and even the first generation wireless systems [54], [32], [11]. The 2G and 3G systems differ in their modulation formats, channel coding, multiple access, etc., which leads to the need for multiband, multimode terminals and base stations. 3G terminals offer a wide range of challenges since they have to deliver additional services beyond voice. This results in increased processing requirements and a more complex user interface [29]. Ko et al. estimate the 3G DSP MIPS requirements to be an order of magnitude higher than that of 2G’s, as a result of the higher data rates and additional functionality of 3G systems [29]. Thus 3G systems are likely to dissipate an order of magnitude more power in the DSP assuming the same silicon process technology. Hence, aggressive low power design strategies, optimization of process technology and design techniques must all be used to ensure same or better 3G handset solutions. Kourtis et. al. [28] state that while the existing silicon technology is adequate for the implementation of 3G standards, there must be improvements in the performance and power consumption of A/D converters and DSPs to efficiently implement future systems. People are thus increasingly turning towards software radios to provide solutions to 3G systems.

Existing technologies for voice, video and data use different packet structures, data types as well as different signal processing techniques. Integrated services can be obtained either with a single device capable of delivering various services or with a radio that can communicate with devices providing complementary services. The supporting technologies and networks that the radio might have to use can vary with the physical location of the user. To successfully communicate with different systems, the radio has to communicate and decode the signals of devices using different air interfaces. Such radios can be implemented efficiently using soft radio architectures where the radio reconfigures itself based on the system it has to interface with and the functionalities that it has to support.
Even if there is a global convergence of cellular standards, 3G systems require multimode operation and automatic mode selection. It is likely with 4G and possibly 3G systems, the user’s application will have the ability to control the quality of service and obtain a higher QoS for a more expensive call [53]. Higher QoS can be achieved through the use of better error protection coding, minimizing the amount of traffic in that band, better channel equalization techniques and so on. The mobile subscriber unit should also have the ability to select the network provider as well the services it needs. Software radios are needed to efficiently implement such systems [42]. A software based approach that can accommodate 2G and 3G standards is suggested in [54], while an FPGA based solution is proposed in [11].

Accompanying the rapid development of new and improved technologies and changes within the standards itself, is the widespread recognition of the need to design “future proof” radios that do not become obsolete soon after the handsets are delivered to the customers. Two possible situations that could make an existing software radio obsolete. First, a change in one of the standards that the multimode radio has been programmed for, causing a discontinuity in the geographical coverage area, or development of improved algorithms that make existing systems perform better. In both these situations, the user should be able to upgrade the radio through over-the-air updates with software validation and simple hardware upgrades that can be performed by the user if necessary.

All these service requirements indicate the need for compact, power efficient, fully programmable radios that perform multiple diverse functions that are scalable in hardware as well as software. Satisfying these diverse needs makes research in the development of software radios extremely important.
2.2 Soft Radio Architectures

One of the first descriptions of a software radio was based on a canonical architecture by Mitola [35]. The canonical software radio consisted of a power supply, an antenna, a multiband RF converter, and a single chip containing A/D and D/A converters with on-chip general purpose processor and memory to perform the radio functions and required interfaces between them as shown in Figure 2.1.

Mitola describes software radios in terms of a phase space [38]. The phase space is a graph with the type of hardware on the X-axis and the frequency of digitization on the Y-axis. Each radio is given a place on the graph based on the flexibility of the hardware and the frequency at which the signal is digitized. Existing digital radios can be placed in various locations on the phase space based on their degree of flexibility and re-programmability. The ideal soft radio needs to have complete reprogrammability in hardware and software, as well as the highest digitization frequency as shown in Figure 2.2.

Mitola [37] also uses a vector space definition for a software radio. He describes four key technical and economic criteria that define to what degree a radio is a software radio. The criteria are: the number of air interface channels simultaneously supported (N),
programmable digital access (PDA), hardware modularity (HM), and software flexibility and affordability (SFA). The level of programmable digital access is the stage at which the A/D converter is placed and the radio is functionally programmable in the software radio phase. The hardware modularity indicator can be described by coarse grain modules such as receivers and exciters and finer grain modules such as FPGA, A/D converters and DSP chips. Software modularity characterizes the service provider’s ability to buy plug and play software modules from multiple independent vendors. Software that runs on many platforms and that is widely available is desirable.

The above four features can be thought of as different dimensions in a feature space. Each radio can be assigned a value (between 0 and 3) along each coordinate axis, where (0,0,0,0) is a completely fixed radio and (3,3,3,3) is the ultimate soft radio.

There has also been some effort to give a mathematical perspective to the functioning of software radios [38]. Greater understanding of the mathematical properties of the software radio architecture could accelerate progress toward cost-effective plug and play services. Mitola describes three architectural features:
• Bounded recursive modules: All the software radio modules should be built using bounded recursive modules. That is, these modules are defined for all inputs and consume predictable system resources. Although the software may contain errors, those errors will be much less likely to cause system crashes than unconstrained modules. Thus, some specific system behavior will be defined at all times.

• Explicit extensible interface topologies: Extensible languages such as UML, SDL and ASN.1 should be used until a more domain specific language such as a radio knowledge representation language (RKRL) emerges. These languages should be capable of defining the radio itself as well as its external interfaces. ¹

• Distributed layered virtual machine: The plug and play modules should be positioned in the distributed layered virtual machine hierarchy in a way that maximizes the use of existing (lower and higher level) components. Modules partitioned according to the distributed virtual machine reference model will insulate lower layer hardware-dependent modules from upper layer service defining modules.

Studies in software radio issues in cellular base stations have led to proposals of complete software solution [56], similar to MIT’s SpectrumWare project [5], as well as specific hardware implementations [63]. Gunn et. al. [20] describe a hardware architecture based on a DSP core that can accommodate homodyne as well as heterodyne receivers.

2.3 The Evolution of Soft Radios

The earliest software radios were initially multimode radios and flexibility was present only in software. In the late 1970’s, the U.S. Air Force began work on a system known as the Integrated Communications, Navigation, Identification, and Avionics system

¹RKRL is used to capture knowledge of radio etiquette, devices, propagation networks, user needs, and application scenarios enables software radios to learn about the personal use patterns of the owner and the context of communications events.
(ICNIA)[10]. This was one of the first systems to use DSP-based programmable modem and control to obtain fully integrated capability for airborne platforms. The heart of ICNIA was a 25MHz 6800-series low latency DSP used as a processing element, a general purpose processing element, and an enhanced security unit, which interfaced with an external federated Communications Security (COMSEC) device (KOV-5). ICNIA’s technology laid the foundation for other systems, and the Advanced Tactical Fighter’s (F-22) Communications, Navigation, and Identification (CNI) system that evolved over the next two decades. Building on the ICNIA technology, in 1989, the Air Force initiated the Tactical Anti-Jam Programmable Signal Processor (TAJPS) with the objective of developing a modular, reprogrammable modem.

The TAJPS effort developed into a tri-service programmable radio program called SPEAKeasy [10]. SPEAKeasy used the ICNIA technology, but quickly migrated to a robust tactical security architecture and an improved DSP base. The primary objective of the SPEAKeasy was to develop a modular, reprogrammable, modem with an open architecture and demonstrate this software-defined radio core using a flexible RF front-end. [31]. A secondary objective was to develop a generic software architecture to facilitate the addition of new waveforms. SPEAKeasy phase 2 was initiated in 1995 to expand beyond the modem to encompass an open, modular, reprogrammable architecture for the entire radio system and focus on many of the link layer and communications layer details. The system was developed and tested using the FLIP-WAVE spread spectrum modem invented at the U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory [44]. These designs then led to various other commercial architectures for radios and spawned research in the area of soft radios.

The Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) initiated the Programmable Modular Communication System (PMCS) effort in 1997 as a continuation of the SPEAKeasy effort. The PMCS guidance document encapsulated the efforts of the program, providing a notional software radio functional architecture. This notional architecture served as the precursor to the Joint Tactical Radio System (JTRS) architecture as well as the
baseline for the architecture promulgated by the Software Defined Radio (SDR) Forum. The recent architecture proposed by the JTRS consists of six layers. The bottom layer is the hardware platform, which includes antennas, RF, IF and software programmable components such as ASICs, FPGAs, DSPs and general purpose processors. The next layer, the infrastructure layer, provides common real time distributed processing services which can include setting up and tearing down high performance pathways in heterogeneous signal processing hardware for the flow of isochronous signals such as digitized speech. The radio aspects layer consists of software objects that employ infrastructure and platform capabilities to realize the programmable capabilities of a software defined radio on the physical and link layers of the ISO protocol stack. The next layer, the networking aspect layer includes link management, host adaptation, and conventional network-layer to presentation layer protocol stacks. The communications applications layer is responsible for interfacing with diverse networks while the top layer, the communications applications layer is responsible for providing the user interface. While the JTRS recommends a layered architecture, the actual implementation of these layers is not defined nor are the hardware components that can support all the required services.

2.3.1 Other Software Radio Implementations

Research in the area of software radios has been rapidly gaining speed and a number of industries have developed their own versions of soft radios and the hardware components for implementing them. The Software Defined Radio (SDR) Forum is also actively involved in examining and defining software radio architectures.

The software architecture and design issues for tactical radios have been examined [19]. A tactical software radio is a computer-based radio with analog RF hardware specific to radio communications. Once the signal is digitized the radio is defined entirely in software. Configurable computing options have also been investigated to develop tactical radios that provide individualized communication security capabilities without re-design
The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) is funding various projects to study the development of various reconfigurable platforms that have runtime reconfigurability and are cost effective. The Adaptive Computing Systems project funded by DARPA is aimed at developing the Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) hardware components, design, programming, and runtime environments to enable an application to reach through to the hardware layer and directly manipulate the datapath-level architecture at runtime to optimize the application-level performance. This program explores new techniques that will result in rapid realization of algorithm specific hardware architectures on a low-cost COTS technology base [13]. The Pleiades, a project funded by DARPA under the Adaptive Computing Systems project at UC Berkeley seeks to achieve ultra-low power high-performance multimedia computing through the reconfiguration of heterogeneous system modules. Pleiades attempts to achieve high power efficiency by providing programmability at the right granularity and exploiting other energy reducing techniques, such as parallelism, pipelining and dynamic voltage scaling [45]. MIT’s SpectrumWare project implements the entire radio in software while relying on a standard workstation’s hardware platform [5].

The research in the area of soft radios has led to the development of a number of commercial products by various companies like Chameleon Systems Inc., Morphics, and Quicksilver. A reconfigurable processor platform architecture that reduces the tradeoff between performance and flexibility needed in wireless base stations is being designed by Chameleon Systems Inc. [8]. On the other hand, Morphic’s Dynamically Reconfigurable Logic (DRL) is supposed to enable replacement of the multiple hardwired logic cores in today’s wireless baseband processors with a single-programmable, hardware reconfigurable core [40]. The Sirius CDMAx test chip can be software reconfigured to support mobile station and base station configurations. It is also reconfigurable as a GPS navigation baseband receiver and as a Satellite UMTS transceiver core. The CDMAx supports multiple standards including 3G UMTS/FDD standard (Europe), 3G ARIB standard
2.3.2 Limitations of Existing Soft Radio Architectures

Software radios were initially multimode radios whose operation could be controlled through software. Such radios assumed a static hardware and attained flexibility only through software. Extending the flexibility to hardware through the use of reconfigurable computing can optimize a soft radio architecture and its implementation to make the radio truly “soft”. The reconfigurable hardware and changeable software constitute the two vital parts of a soft radio. Reconfigurability in hardware is especially challenging to attain in soft radios. As described in the preceding sections, researchers have examined various theoretical architectures as well as specific soft radio implementations. General design principles for building soft radios have been suggested based on the challenges facing today’s designers [32], [39]. Simultaneously, there has been substantial progress in the development of new reconfigurable hardware technologies that incorporate flexibility at various levels. However, these innovations have not been integrated into a common soft radio architecture and design philosophy for reconfigurable platforms.

While most researchers agree on the usefulness of the soft/software radio and most of its desirable features [36] [35] [32] [61], there is a lack of general design methodology applicable to reconfigurable systems. Most designs are based on ad hoc approaches which are only appropriate for the problem at hand. There is a lack of a formal design methodology needed for the systematic realization of soft radios. Though much work is being done in the software and network layers of the soft radio, there has been little progress in the development of a generic hardware architecture for a soft radio.

This dissertation addresses these issues in an attempt to develop a generic architecture based on reconfigurable computing. A formal design philosophy and methodology is developed that lays the foundation for soft radio architectures. An architecture is developed that can handle complex data processing with efficient resource allocation, while
maintaining hardware reusability, flexibility, and scalability.

2.4 Design Issues in a Soft Radio

Developing a soft radio architecture requires a thorough understanding of communication algorithms as well as hardware design principles. It is important to identify the design issues in order to develop an efficient architecture. The properties and features of soft radios bring forth design issues that are different from those of other digital radios. A number of papers describe various software radio architectures and technical challenges in great detail [1], [35], [6], [38]. The key design issues include the design of fast and efficient A/D converters, flexibility at the RF front end, effective data management procedures, resource allocation and smooth reconfigurability of the hardware.

A/D conversion and flexible RF front end are extremely challenging to design, particularly for a handset, and set the limitations of dynamic range and bandwidth. The design issues involving the A/D converter and the RF design are beyond the scope of this work but are covered in [46], [55], [7]. A/D converter performance set the limit on how much of the IF signal processing can be moved into the digital domain [28]. Great advances in power dissipation and resolution are needed to make commercial software radio terminals possible, where channel selectivity is achieved completely in the digital domain. Performance increases in A/D converters lag the performance increases in digital components, since analog components need redesign with each reduction in process geometry, due to their sensitivity to noise. Digital components migrate simply from one lithography shrink to the next but analog circuits need a process where the parasitics are minimized and precision capacitors are available. Hence, a careful process scaling is needed rather than an optical shrink [28].

A soft radio is a complex entity that needs to handle very high data rates efficiently. Processing data efficiently entails good computing resource allocation. There are some
very important differences in the resource allocation of a system implemented with dedicated hardware and the same system implemented as part of a soft radio. While both approaches strive for compactness and power efficiency, a soft radio design also requires flexibility and reusability, which impacts the partitioning of a process into its hardware components. This resource allocation is closely related to the data flow properties of the system since data has to be processed with minimal delays and overhead.

A soft radio needs to be scalable at the system level, the software level, and the hardware element level. Hardware scalability supports easy addition of computing hardware, ideally as easily as adding additional memory to a conventional processor. Software scalability refers to modifying/adding features to the radio through software upgrades. At the system level, the radio has to be conducive to replication, i.e., it should be easy to add channels to support more users.

Soft radios require complex signal processing at very high speeds which place high demands on the hardware platform. The traditional choices for implementation of soft radios have been ASICs, FPGAs, and DSPs. Current single chip Digital Signal Processors (DSP) are incapable of supporting many of the computationally demanding algorithms such as multiuser interference cancelation and large and sophisticated adaptive arrays. While DSPs provide maximum flexibility and a short design cycle, they are not efficient in terms of power consumption and silicon area. Multi-DSP computing platforms are quite common, but achieving inter-processor communication is often complicated, which reduces the scalability of the system when dealing with already limited I/O bandwidth and high sample rates associated with wideband signals. Use of ASICs, on the other hand, result in the most efficient implementation of a given circuit. However, they have little flexibility, high initial cost, and a long design cycle.

Another important design issue is the ability to have smooth reconfiguration of the radio, which include supporting run-time reconfiguration, over-the-air updates with software validation. Smooth reconfiguration is necessary to minimize delays and make the system
robust and easy to handle. The reconfigurable nature of a soft radio gives rise to some secondary design issues like reusability of hardware, scalability, and processing power. For mobile communication systems, power consumption is an important issue. Reusability of hardware when supporting multiple communication standards is what makes a soft radio efficient in terms of silicon utilization when compared to a “velcro radio” that uses hardware optimized for each system. In a “velcro radio,” while each individual system might demonstrate better silicon efficiency, as the number of systems increase, a soft radio implementation will have better silicon efficiency since additional systems can be implemented without the addition of new hardware.

The choice of the hardware platform and the different hardware components used, is crucial to the design of a soft radio. The subsequent sections give an overview of some of the existing reconfigurable technologies and their relevance to the design of soft radios. The traditional hardware options available for implementing reconfigurable radios, their advantages and deficiencies will be examined next.

2.5 Reconfigurable Computing

The use of reconfigurable hardware is central to the design of soft radios. The Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) was introduced in the mid-1980’s as a device to rapidly create digital logic, and this marked one of the major developments in reconfigurable computing. FPGAs were designed for multilevel circuits, which means they could handle complex circuits on a single chip. Since FPGAs were prefabricated, they were quicker to use and also cost less. However, customers considered the Static Random Access Memory, (SRAM) arrays in the FPGAs too volatile [21]. Antifuse FPGAs were then developed to get around the drawback of SRAMs. Antifuses are one time programmable devices which when blown create a connection. When they are unblown, no current can flow between their terminals. Thus it is an antifuse since its operation
is opposite to that of a standard fuse. In the late 1980’s and early 1990’s, the industry began to realize that rather than being a drawback, the volatility of SRAM is what makes the FPGA attractive for digital systems. Since they are re-programmable, their configurations can be easily changed to upgrade systems or correct system bugs, making them ideal for prototyping. FPGAs are now used in different configurations in multi-mode and reconfigurable systems, and are very useful in meeting the needs of a soft radio system.

SRAM cells are larger than antifuses and EEPROM/EPROM, meaning that SRAM-based FPGAs will have fewer configuration points than FPGAs using other programming technologies. However, because of their flexibility, SRAM based FPGAs are now widely used. SRAM based FPGAs are configured in the target system by means of a bit stream that completely specifies the logical functions and connectivity to be implemented. The configuration program is either loaded automatically from external memory on power up, or is downloaded by a processor during system initialization. SRAM based FPGAs can be re-programmed an unlimited number of times, and possibly on the fly, during the operation of the system.

The flexibility of FPGAs comes at the cost of efficiency and power consumption relative to ASICs. FPGAs cannot achieve the power, clock rate, or die size that could be realized in a full custom chip optimized for a particular task though they do work out cheaper for lower production runs when compared to an ASIC [58].

2.5.1 Operation of an SRAM based FPGA cell

In SRAM based FPGAs, memory cells are scattered throughout the FPGA. As shown in Figure 2.3, a pair of cross-coupled inverters sustain whatever value is programmed into them. A single n-transistor gate is provided for either writing a value or reading a value. The ratio of sizes between the transistor and the upper inverter is set to allow values sent through the n-transistor to overpower the inverter. The read back feature is
used during debugging to determine the current state of the system. The actual control of the FPGA is handled by the $Q$ and $Q^-$ outputs. One simple application of an SRAM bit is to have the Q terminal connected to the gate of an n-transistor. If a 1 is assigned to the programming bit, the transistor is closed, and the values can pass between the source and the drain. If a 0 is assigned, the transistor is opened and the values cannot pass. Thus, this construct operates similar to an antifuse, though it requires much more area. One of the most useful SRAM based structures is the Lookup Table (LUT). By connecting $2^N$ programming bits (P1... P7), to a multiplexer as shown in Figure 2.4, any N-input combinational boolean function can be implemented. Although it can require a large number of programming bits for large N, LUT’s of up to five inputs can provide a flexible, powerful function implementation medium.

### 2.5.2 FPGA Architectures

Although there is a wide range of architectural approaches that are used in FPGAs, all FPGAs consist of an array of logical units distributed across a grid of programmable interconnect, or routing. For a given total die size, the basic design issues are much the same as those involved in the design of any other computing device. These issues include the amount of resources to devote to routing as opposed to computation; the amount,
granularity, and distribution of on-chip memory; and the quantity and accessibility of I/O [58].

FPGAs have been classified based on their architecture [43], amount of reconfigurable logic, and the availability of dedicated local memory [18]. FPGAs can also be broadly classified as either coarse grained, meaning that they possess a smaller number of relatively powerful logical units, or fine grained, which refers to a larger number of very elementary logic units. Most FPGAs are coarse grained and have logical units based on LUTs [58]. For example, the Xilinx 4000 series family of FPGAs has logical units (referred to by Xilinx as configurable logic blocks (CLBs) that each contain two 4-input, 1-output LUTs, one 3-inout, 1-output LUT, two flip flops, and several multiplexors to select from among the LUT and flip flop inputs and outputs.

FPGAs contain a matrix of logic elements (cells) that can be interconnected in any desired configuration to implement a given algorithm. There are various configuration in which FPGA cells can be arranged. This section will describe two popular architectures used: the Xilinx 4000 Logic Cell Array and the cellular array style CLi FPGA. In the Xilinx 4000 FPGA, the logic cells are embedded grid like on the chip. This arrangement is ideal for long distance communication as long as most connections between input and output are relatively short. The cellular array is configured specifically for fast
local communications. This configuration features a small amount of routing resources running horizontally and vertically between the cells, limiting communication to short distances on the chip.

The difference between the Xilinx and cellular style lies in the routing structure. The Xilinx structure is designed for complex, irregular random logic and has fewer but denser cells containing large amounts of programmable gates. It features a powerful routing structure optimized for arbitrary global routing and large logic cells capable of providing arbitrary four and five input functions. This provides a very flexible architecture though one that requires many programming bits per cell, which means that the cells take up a large portion of the chip area.

The cellular style employs simpler logic cells but in greater numbers per chip. The architecture is optimized for highly local, pipelined circuits such as systolic arrays and bit serial arithmetic. It emphasizes local communication at the expense of global routing. Due to the presence of simple logic cells, there will be many more CLi cells on a chip than will be found in the Xilinx FPGA, yielding a greater logic capacity for those circuits that match the FPGA’s structure. Due to the restricted routing in CLi FPGA, it is much harder to map than the Xilinx 4000 series FPGAs, though the simplicity of the CLi architecture makes it easier for the human designer to hand-map to the CLi’s structure. Thus in general cellular architectures tend to appeal to designers with appropriate circuit structures who are willing to spend the effort to hand-map their circuits to the FPGA, while the Xilinx 4000 series is more appropriate for handling random logic tasks and automatically mapped circuits. The logic capacity of the two systems is thus equivalent but of different kinds.

**Xilinx 4000 Logic Cell Array**

The Xilinx FPGA is an *IslandStyle* FPGA with logic cells embedded in a general routing structure that permits arbitrary point to point communication. The logic blocks are
surrounded by horizontal and vertical routing channels as shown in Figure 2.5. The only requirement for good routing structure is that the source and destination be relatively close together. Details of the routing structure are shown in Figure 2.6. Each of the inputs of the cell (F1-F4, G1-G4, C1-C4, K) comes from one of a set of tracks adjacent to that cell. The outputs are similar (X, XQ, Y, YQ), except that they have the choice of both horizontal and vertical tracks. The routing structure is made up of three different length lines: single length, double length, and long lines. Single length lines travel the height of a single cell, where they then enter a switch matrix. The switch matrix allows this signal to travel out vertically and/or horizontally from the switch matrix. Thus single length lines can be cascaded together to travel longer distances. Double length lines are similar to single length lines except that they travel the height of two cells before entering a switch matrix. Finally, long lines go half the chip height without entering the switch matrix. This way, routes of very long distances can be accommodated efficiently. Thus the Xilinx 4000 series FPGAs can handle fairly arbitrary routing demands, though mappings emphasizing local communications can be handled more efficiently.

The Xilinx 4000 series logic cell is made up of 3 LUTs, two programmable flip-flops, and multiple programmable multiplexers. The LUTs allow arbitrary combinational functions of its inputs to be created. Thus the structure shown can perform any function of 5 inputs (using all three LUTs with F and G inputs identical), any 2 functions of 4 inputs, or some functions of up to 9 inputs (using all 3 LUTs, with F and G inputs different). SRAM controlled multiplexers then route these signals out of the X and Y outputs (Figure 2.6), as well as to the 2 flip-flops. The inputs at the top (C1-C4) provide enable, set or reset signals to the flip-flops, a direct connection to the flip-flop inputs, and the third input to the three input LUT. This structure yields a powerful method of implementing arbitrary, complex digital logic. Note that there are several additional features of the Xilinx FPGA not shown in these figures, including support for embedded memories and carry chains [21].
Figure 2.5: Xilinx 4000 series routing structure

Figure 2.6: Xilinx 4000 series FPGA structure
2.6 Applications of Reconfigurable Computing to Software Radios

FPGAs are commonly used in logic emulation and prototyping systems. They are ideal for prototyping since the chips are reusable after the bugs have been fixed or the system has been upgraded. They are also widely used in logic emulation and testing the design of a custom circuit. Though software simulations can verify the accuracy of a circuit, it is done at a much slower rate compared to logic emulation circuits using FPGAs. Though the mapping (of the circuit to the FPGA) may take a long time to complete, once it is done, the system can operate at a very high speed.

FPGAs have not been used traditionally as computing devices, mostly because of their higher power requirements, low clock speed, and relatively long programming time [58]. However, in the recent years, with the development of advanced FPGAs and successful demonstrations of FPGA based computing systems, FPGAs are being re-evaluated as efficient computing devices [11] and are being used to enhance the performance of traditional digital signal processors [15].

In the case of software radios, FPGAs have the additional advantage of adding adaptability and flexibility in the final product. FPGAs at times can also help conserve silicon area, since one chip can be configured to perform more than one function and the configurations can be changed during run-time. Situations where the use of FPGAs in digital signal processing applications is most beneficial include systems with high sample rates and short word length. FPGA based DSP designs run faster as the word width decreases since the word length on the FPGA can be set exactly to the required length. In very high order FIR filters, the algorithm can be implemented in parallel decreasing the runtime. The lookup table architecture of FPGAs provide a fast and efficient way to build fast correlators.

Though hardware flexibility is desirable, the flexibility of FPGAs is not tailored for
wireless communications or signal processing applications, which sometimes lead to ineffi-cient implementations of certain widely used functions. Further, most commercial FPGAs lack run-time reconfigurability and partial reconfigurability, which limit their use in soft radios.

One of the limitations of contemporary FPGAs is the reconfiguration mechanism. There are two primary approaches used: serial configuration and random access configuration [4]. In devices using serial configuration, the configuration storage elements are connected as a large scan chain around the entire chip. During reconfiguration, the programming information is loaded into the device and shifted throughout in a bitwise manner. While parallel loading of the configuration data is possible with some devices, close examination of the timing employed by these devices reveal an internally serial architecture. In most cases, the entire chip has to be reconfigured before use. The ability to configure one region of a chip while simultaneously executing within another region would aid not only in pipelining the configuration/execution cycle for a single process, but also in the multitasking of several processes onto the same chip. Speed of reconfiguration is another deficiency of the serial configuration method.

2.7 Design Methodologies Using Reconfigurable Computing

The first step towards implementing a soft radio on the layered architecture is the partitioning of the algorithms into processes that can be expressed as a data flow graph to fit into the stream-based modules of the processing layer. Once the basic structure is defined, the functionality of the modules can be verified in simulation using traditional software tools. A general overview of the design process is given in Figure 2.7. High level languages like Matlab and C can be used to verify the accuracy of the algorithms though they do not directly aid in the hardware implementation. VHDL and SPW


$^{TM}$ (Signal Processing Worksystem) are good combinations for simulating the soft radio. SPW can be used to provide the environment for their simulation and the algorithms can be broken down into processes that are coded in VHDL, and the VHDL modules can then be ported on to actual hardware using various synthesis tools. The synthesized binary code can be stored in the library of the soft radio.

![Design process for reconfigurable computing](image)

**Figure 2.7: Design process for reconfigurable computing**

### 2.7.1 Stream Based Processing

Traditional reconfigurable designs typically use separate busses or data paths for programming information and data. The programming bits use separate clocks and synchronization circuits, and once the programming is completed, data is buffered through a separate bus. This scheme, however, is not ideally suited for soft radio implementations where it is necessary to keep the design scalable as well as simple.

The soft radio architecture being developed at Virginia Tech is based on a concept called *stream-based* processing. A stream packet is a packet of known length containing either programming (configuration) information or the data to be processed. Stream-based processing provides a means to exploit the processing power attainable through deep pipelining, while still maintaining some degree of flexibility [9]. The algorithm to be implemented is first represented as a *data flow graph*. The data flow graph is
then decomposed into smaller computational primitives called *processing modules*. Each processing module performs a unique subset of the overall processing on the data and then passes the data and control information to the next module. An analogy can be drawn to an assembly line process where each module performs a specific task as the component moves forward in the assembly line, as shown in Figure 2.8.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 2.8: Stream-based processing

### 2.8 Conclusions

An overview of existing soft/software radio architectures, trends in the industry with 3G systems and the relevance of soft radio architectures for existing and future systems is presented in this chapter. The key design issues of a soft radio include placement of the A/D converter, flexibility at the RF front end, effective data management procedures, resource allocation and smooth reconfigurability of the hardware. Reconfigurability in hardware is critical for designing efficient soft radios. While existing FPGAs provide reconfigurability and are useful in the design of soft radios, the lack of run-time reconfigurability and partial reconfigurability, and long reconfiguration times limit their use in soft radios. The next chapter introduces a new class of hardware called custom computing machines, that overcome the limitations of FPGAs.

Although a number of architectures as well as specific designs have been implemented, these radios lack a common design philosophy and a methodology that can be used with reconfigurable hardware. Further, the use of stream based processing allows for the design of soft radios that are simple and scalable in hardware. The next chapter
describes the layered radio architecture that develops a common design methodology using run-time reconfigurable hardware and stream based processing, and retains all the features of a soft radio.
Chapter 3

The Layered Radio Architecture

One of main challenges in designing a soft radio is supporting smooth reconfigurability while keeping the design simple, scalable and efficient. This indicates the need to examine the existing options for reconfigurable hardware and select an optimum mix of available technologies. Some of the traditional approaches to reconfigurable designs were discussed in the previous chapter. While these techniques are useful, they do not meet all the requirements of soft radios for supporting run-time reconfigurability, simple reconfiguration procedures, and stream based processing. A new class of hardware called custom computing machines, overcome the limitations of traditional approaches to reconfigurable computing, and is discussed next.

3.1 Use of Custom Computing Machines (CCM) in Soft Radios

The development of Custom Computing Machines (CCM) allows designers to achieve flexibility in hardware without sacrificing power or silicon efficiency. CCMs try to retain the desirable characteristics of FPGAs and ASICs for a particular application or a suite
of applications. CCMs have static hardware for frequently used cores (like multiplication for instance), which result in efficient radio designs. Other features that are typically used to enhance the CCMs are strategically placed shift registers, circular buffers, large number of I/O pins for good data throughput, etc. CCMs attempt to customize FPGAs such that the flexibility of FPGAs is retained only where necessary.

3.1.1 Stallion Architecture

Virginia Tech has developed a CCM called the Stallion that is specifically suited for flexible, high-throughput, low-power computations and is based on wormhole-reconfigurable computing [4]. Stallion supports fast run-time reconfigurability, which makes it attractive to soft radio applications. The configuration time for Stallion is in the order of microseconds while most commercial FPGAs have a configuration time in the order of milli-seconds [62].

Wormhole Run-Time Reconfiguration (RTR) attempts to address the weaknesses of FPGAs when used in a computational environment, and provide a framework for implementing large-scale rapid run-time reconfigurable CCM platforms. The essence of wormhole RTR concept is formed from independent self steering streams of programming information and operand data that interact within the architecture to perform the computational problem at hand. The stream is self steering and, as it propagates through the system, configuration information is stripped from the front of the header and is used to program the unit at the head of the stream. Thus, the size of the header diminishes as the stream propagates through the system [4]. Since the streams independently guide themselves through the system using the information contained in the stream header, the configuration process is inherently distributed. Multiple independent streams can wind their way through the chip simultaneously. Part of the system can be used to process data operands while any set of neighboring units are accepting configuration data from the header of one or more streams, thus allowing overlap of the
configuration and processing operations, as well as partial reconfigurability.

Stream based processing uses a common bus for data as well as programming information, with a header in the stream packet, that indicates the nature of the stream packet. When the stream makes use of wormhole-reconfigurable computing, the stream packets will also indicate the next module where subsequent programming packets should be forwarded. Instead of requiring separate paths for distributing programming information which would necessitate a dramatic increase in the interconnection complexity and area as multi-module systems are scaled-up, stream-based processing based upon wormhole-reconfigurable computing makes use of the data paths which greatly simplifies the implementation and programming of multiple module systems.

Figure 3.1 shows the architecture of Stallion. It consists of two meshes of 8x4 functional units and multipliers, and a network of flags and busses connected by a programmable crossbar. The layered radio architecture stream controllers allocate and then program a path through the chip originating at one of the data ports. From the dataports, the stream proceeds through the crossbar and then to either mesh of functional units. After being processed in the functional unit, the stream can continue through the mesh, go back through the crossbar to any other part of the chip, or off the chip via a data port.

The functional unit is the basic computational unit in the system and is shown in Figure 3.2. It can accept two 16-bit operands through two registers called the right and left input register. The left operand can be conditionally passed through a barrel shifter. The (optionally) shifted left operand and right operand are then sent through an Arithmetic and Logic Unit (ALU). The ALU is capable of performing various arithmetic and logic operations. The output of the ALU then passes through a conditional unit that can select, based on a condition flag, between the ALU output or the unprocessed input from the right register. The output of the conditional unit can be optionally delayed before leaving the functional unit. The output of the functional unit can be routed to other functional units, multipliers or dataports through the crossbar or the skip bus.
The skip bus is a special kind of bus that sends data to any other functional unit within one clock cycle. Finally, in addition to the condition flag, each functional unit is capable of generating and processing an array of flags, which can be used to control and monitor the functional unit’s operation.

The Stallion chip is manufactured using .15 micron technology and is shown in Figure 3.3. The chip has a dye size of 7.95 x 7.95 square mm, and operates at 3.3 Volts.

### 3.1.2 Software Tools for Design with Stallion

A compiler and simulator have been developed to assist designing with Stallion. The compiler has a MATLAB Graphical User Interface (GUI) that can be used to program the path of streams through the stallion. The simulator can be used to program the functional units, crossbar, data ports and multipliers. The simulator has a graphical display of each of these elements which can be used to program the interconnections between two elements and within an element. For example, the programming interface
Figure 3.2: Structure of a Functional Unit (FU)
Figure 3.3: The Stallion chip
for a functional unit allows the user to set the functionality of the ALU, the shifter, the conditional unit etc., and also set the connections of the flag, skip and local busses. The compiler then generates the binary streams necessary to program the Stallion.

To verify the designs developed for the Stallion a simulator was developed using an object oriented $C^+$ platform. The simulator can be used to verify logic as well as timing within the designs.

### 3.2 Layered Radio Architecture

The approach to designing a reconfigurable radio using *hardware paging* is formalized in the layered radio architecture [49]. Hardware paging refers to hardware modules being paged in and out of the system in a manner similar to software paging performed with the use of virtual memory. The architecture defines the necessary procedure for configuring the modules and setting up libraries. The layered architecture leverages on stream-based processing to develop a design methodology suitable for reconfigurable platforms. The use of the stream-based processing simplifies the interface between modules, making it easy to replace one module with another or add additional modules. The use of a reconfigurable hardware platform enables hardware paging.

The functionality of the radio is divided into layers, where each layer attaches/modified the header and passes the information to the next layer. Once the processing is complete, the information is sent back through the layers the same way. The layered radio architecture defines three layers (Figure 3.4), the Soft Radio Interface (SRI) layer, the configuration layer, and the processing layer. The application software residing above all these layers consists of high-level graphics and software that interface the radio with the user. The three layers of the soft radio are implemented using stream-based processing. The SRI layer is responsible for interfacing the radio hardware with the external world, coordinating the various sources of information coming in and going out of the
radio, and prioritizing the requests made to the radio. The SRI layer also packetizes the information to form stream packets, and sends the programming and data information to the configuration layer. The configuration layer forms the stream packets that can be interpreted by the processing layer and also sends the processed data back to the SRI layer. The processing layer consists of a series of reconfigurable modules called processing modules that perform the actual operations on the data to implement the functionality of the radio. The functions of each of these layers are described in detail in the next section. Once the processing is completed, data is sent back through the configuration layer to the SRI layer, which in turn outputs it to the host PC.

Figure 3.4: Layered radio architecture

The stream packets coming out of the processing layer contain the processed data as well as error and status messages. When only data is being processed by the radio, the configuration layer acts as a bypass layer and sends the information to the SRI layer. However, if an error occurs in the processing layer while executing control packets, the configuration layer has two options. It can either re-transmit the control information or send the error information to the SRI layer which in turn can be programmed to re-transmit the code or let the higher layers handle the error.
3.2.1 Use of Stream Based Processing in the Layered Architecture

A typical stream packet has a header and a main body of information as shown in Figure 3.5. The header indicates the nature of the packet, assisting in the interpretation of the main body of information. There are also bits in the header to indicate whether the packet is valid or not. There are three main types of packets: programming or control packets, data packets, and signaling packets. A packet that has programming information has headers indicating the nature of the desired programming. There can be two types of programming information: packets that change the parameters of the existing functionality of the module or packets that change the functionality of the module itself. The signaling packet indicates certain events that can affect the functioning of the module, while not physically changing the functionality or the parameters of the module. A data packet contains the actual data to be processed. When a processing module encounters a stream packet, it takes the necessary action based on the nature of the stream packet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Valid / Invalid</th>
<th>Program / data</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Program / data information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Figure 3.5: Structure of a stream packet

3.3 Description of the Layered Radio Architecture

The layered radio architecture divides the functionality of the radio into layers, where each layer attaches/modify the header and passes the information to the next layer. Once the processing is complete, the information is sent back through the layers in the
same way. Each layer’s functionality is isolated from the other layers, but designed in such a manner that information is passed between the layers utilizing stream-based processing. The layered radio architecture defines three hardware layers, the Soft Radio Interface (SRI) layer (top layer), the configuration layer, and the processing layer (lowest layer). The SRI layer and the configuration layer together aid in configuring the processing layer to the desired functionality. The actual data processing is performed in the processing layer. The processing layer requires run-time reconfigurable hardware while the higher layers do not have this constraint.

The information coming into the radio, whether from the A/D converter or from a larger network of nodes, can be either data to be processed or programming information requesting a new setup of the radio or a modification to the existing setup. When handling packets, whether generated within the layer or passed into the layer, each layer decides if it is the appropriate layer to handle this packet or if the packet should be handed off to a higher or lower layer.

Should information arrive (potentially over-the-air) requesting the change to a different system (such as W-CDMA instead of GSM), the layered radio architecture handles the change in the following manner. After the SRI layer makes the determination that a new system is required, the SRI layer sends instructions in the form of programming packets to the configuration layer which will reconfigure its operations accordingly. It is important to note that the SRI layer does not contain the bits needed to configure the hardware. Rather, it contains the list of algorithms that are to be used and their sequence of interconnection. The configuration layer has in its memory the actual bits needed to configure the processing layer hardware. Based on the programming packets sent by the SRI layer, the configuration layer uses the configuration bits extracted from its memory to reconfigure itself to organize the packet streams it will be sending to the processing layer. The processing layer consists of a series of reconfigurable modules called processing modules that perform the actual operations on the data to implement the functionality of the radio. The processing layer will reconfigure itself based on the packets it receives
from the configuration layer. Once the radio is configured, packetized data will be sent through the layers using the same bus that was used for the programming packets.

The following sections give a functional description of the three layers. The actual implementation of these layers will be discussed in the next chapter.

### 3.3.1 Soft Radio Interface Layer

The Soft Radio Interface (SRI) layer receives the incoming digitized RF data and control information from the host PC that contains the desired configuration and settings of the radio. The SRI layer transmits processed data to the host PC, performs initialization of the system on power-up and performs the first step in configuring the radio. This layer has the system level description of the desired radio configuration in its local memory, which contains the algorithm codes for each processing module needed to implement the system. This system level description is sent to the configuration layer, which in turn configures the processing layer modules. For instance, if the user desires to use the IS-95 standard, the SRI layer sends the codes of all the algorithms needed like demodulation, spreading codes etc. in the appropriate sequence. The configuration layer then uses the information in it’s local memory to implement each of these modules on the processing layer hardware. It is important to note that the SRI layer does not contain the bits needed to configure the hardware. Rather, it contains the codes for the algorithms that are to be used and their sequence of interconnection.

The external packets coming in to the SRI layer can be either data or control packets. The control packets can be of two types; they can be configuration packets that set up the radio configuration or request status information. The control packets can also be updates to the radio, i.e., they can program a new configuration into the radio or modify the nature of an existing configuration. This information can either be input by the user or handled as over-the-air updates by the system. This type of control information correspond to memory updates performed by the layer as shown in Figure
3.6. Once the user or the network decides on the system and algorithms to be used, the SRI layer inserts the corresponding codes and forwards it to the configuration layer. Data that follows will be processed using these preset algorithms until the user decides to change the configuration of the system. Control packets containing over-the-air updates are used to change the configuration of the library. The requests from the PC (control information), as well as data from the A/D converter, is buffered and prioritized by the SRI layer and sent to the configuration layer. The structure of the SRI module for processing data coming in from external sources is shown in Figure 3.6.

![Diagram of SRI Module](image)

**Figure 3.6: Soft Radio Interface Layer: Forward direction**

The stream packets received by the SRI layer from the configuration layer have more information in them. The configuration layer sends the processed data back to the SRI layer along with other status and error messages. First, the SRI layer checks to see if the data contained in the packet is valid. If it is valid and the packet contains data, it is sent to the host PC, along with error messages if any. When the SRI layer sends program or control information that was requested by the host PC to the configuration layer, the packets from the configuration layer will contain acknowledgments that indicate if the operation was successful. These messages can either be sent back to the host PC or the SRI layer can re-transmit the control packets. The structure of the SRI layer for processing data coming from the configuration layer is shown in Figure 3.7.
3.3.2 Configuration Layer

The functional layout of the configuration layer is similar to that of the SRI layer. The information from the SRI layer indicates whether the packet is a control or data packet. If it is the former, the packet contains the algorithm codes of the desired configuration, or a modification/update to the existing modules present in memory. For example, the control packet may request a DQPSK demodulator followed by a Viterbi decoder. The appropriate configuration code is extracted from the local memory and sent to the processing layer with the address/addresses of the processing layer module/modules. The local memory contains a table that has the addresses of the stored configuration code for each operation. The configuration layer also maintains a status list of the processing layer modules. When the configuration layer receives a data packet, the configuration layer headers are attached to the data and sent to the processing layer. Data coming in from the processing layer is sent back to the SRI layer for appropriate action.

3.3.3 Processing Layer

The processing layer forms the core of the soft radio that performs the actual processing of data. This layer is responsible for processing data sent from the configuration layer and sending the processed data back to the configuration layer. It consists of a set
of linearly connected processing modules, as shown in Figure 3.8. Each processing module has the capability of reconfiguring itself to perform the desired function without disrupting synchronization in the main pipeline. The main flow of data is in the forward direction from the first to last module, as shown in Figure 3.8. Each processing element maintains the continuity of this stream pipeline at all times. Each processing element has both, a static and a reconfigurable section. The static sections have the capability of configuring the reconfigurable section using the control packets sent by the configuration layer. Data can thus either bypass each processing element entirely or be routed through the reconfigurable section for processing. The structure and operation of the processing element is described in the next section.

Many communication circuits have feedback loops. To accommodate such systems, the stream pipeline is designed to be bi-directional in the processing layer. The input/output ports of the processing element can either be implemented as bi-directional ports or can have a separate bus in the reverse direction. The reverse slots/reverse buses are used to implement feedback loops. If the ports are bi-directional, the main clock cycle is divided into forward and reverse slots, and the directions of the interconnections are reversed in the reverse slots. If a separate reverse bus is used, then with every clock cycle, a module both accepts and outputs a forward and reverse packet to the neighboring module. Reverse packets are not needed in the absence of feedback loops.

Figure 3.8: Processing elements in the processing layer

When valid data enters an appropriate module, it is processed and sent to the next
module. The address field is updated to indicate the next module that needs to act on the data. Similarly, if there is control information in the packet for the module, the corresponding code is executed to change the configuration of the reconfigurable section. If there is any latency while the module is being reconfigured, the static portion of the module buffers the subsequent incoming data and sends out idle packets. However, if it gets control packets intended for modules further down the chain, then those packets are bypassed and sent to the next module. Thus the continuity of the stream is maintained at all times.

Data in the stream packet is sent to the processing pipeline. At the end of the processing pipeline, the packet is reconstructed, and error or status messages if any are added to the header. When the processing is completed, data is sent from the output module back to the configuration layer and finally to the SRI layer that delivers the output data. If the packet contains program information, the module checks to see if the address on the header matches the module address. If so, the code present in the body of the packet is executed in the configuration pipeline, thereby changing the configuration of the processing pipeline. It is also possible to have special error packets to handle more serious errors. If an error occurs in the execution of the code, the module sends a signaling packet indicating the location and nature of the error to the configuration layer. The address field is set to a special value so that none of the succeeding processing modules intercept the packet containing the error message.

**Structure of the Processing Element**

The functional description of each processing module is shown in Figure 3.9. Running on each processing element are three sets of pipelines and a state machine that interprets how the packet is channeled through the pipelines. The processing pipeline processes the data, i.e., performs an operation on the data as part of the demodulation process. The configuration pipeline controls the hardware configuration of the processing pipeline.
The ability of the configuration pipeline to execute programming information makes it possible to modify the low-level parameters and functionality through high-level software. The bypass pipeline allows the packet to bypass the module if the packet is not intended for the module. The bypass pipeline is present to ensure that the module does not corrupt data it is not supposed to act on. It is important that each of these pipelines have the same amount of delay, so that the packets are synchronized with the main clock cycle. At the end of the pipeline, the stream packet is reconstructed with the updated header and routed to the next module.

Figure 3.9: Structure of a processing element

Figure 3.9 gives a functional description of the processing element. However, when this structure is implemented in hardware the structure is shown in Figure 3.10, which also shows the distribution of the module into the static and reconfigurable sections. The static sections are identical in all the processing modules. An *empty* processing module can be thought of as a module with no special programming in the data interpreter and reconstructor or processing pipeline. In this situation all data bits (whether or not they are intended for the module) are bypassed. In other words, the processing pipeline is also a bypass pipeline and the data interpreter and reconstructor act as a wire connecting the input and output. This is the default setting on power up. Before the radio is configured, if data is sent, the processing layer essentially sends the data back to the configuration layer without any processing.
The static section of the processing module consists of a packet interpreter, configuration pipeline, and packet reconstructor. The packet interpreter is essentially a switch. By looking at the header bits, all control packets are sent to the configuration pipeline and all data and signaling packets are sent to the processing pipeline.

The function of each of these packets is described in Section 3.2.1. The configuration pipeline accepts all the control packets and has the capability to configure the processing pipeline accordingly. The modules maintain the configuration to which they are set and act accordingly on valid data until the configuration is changed. The packet reconstructor accepts data from all the pipelines, buffers them if needed, and sends them out to the next module.

All non-control packets are routed to the data interpreter. The data interpreter takes care of the byte ordering and the address field and decides whether the packet has to go through the processing pipeline or the bypass pipeline. The data reconstructor reconstructs the processed packets and sends them to the next module. For instance in a deinterleaver, the data reconstructor gets the bits in the correct order and constructs new packets.

![Figure 3.10: Structure of a processing element](image)

When a stream packet enters a processing module, the module interprets the packet and performs the necessary action. The processing element examines the contents of a packet only if the valid bit is set. The valid bit is introduced to maintain synchronization
between the modules. Every clock cycle, each processing element accepts a packet and sends out a packet. However, the module acts on the packet only if the valid bit is set. Similarly, a module sends out an invalid packet instead of inserting wait states.

### 3.4 Advantages and Tradeoffs in the Layered Architecture

The layered architecture provides the framework for building a flexible soft radio at the expense of the overhead for packetizing data. It is possible to implement radically different radios on the same hardware platform through the use of this architecture. Additionally, the architecture is conducive to the implementation of adaptive modulation schemes, achieved by reconfiguring the hardware in real-time.

One of the main advantages of the architecture is its excellent hardware reusability. For example, core units like BPSK and QPSK demodulators can be used in a wide variety of standards when built in hardware with the right parameters. Thus it is possible to build libraries of hardware functions much like building libraries of software functions.

The layered architecture has good data flow properties and a simple interface between the processing layer modules, which make it scalable at the system level as well as the hardware element level. The use of stream-based processing ensures that each processing module has one input and output bus that is common for control information and data bits. This simplifies the interface between two processing modules and makes adding additional hardware modules easy. Furthermore, with the use of a reconfigurable chip where every pin is a bi-directional data/program port, the aggregated I/O rate for the chip can be made to be very high. The core computing units have the basic algorithm, while the data interpreters and reconstructors customize the core computing units to each standard. In most cases, to add a new standard, no new core computing units
need to be added once the libraries have been constructed. For instance, existing core computing units used to perform demodulation, equalization, and decoding can be used to implement a new standard. Only the data interpreters and data reconstructors need to be stored for the new standard.

The simple interface between two processing modules also makes it easy to integrate designs from different engineers. There are no constraints on the design of the processing modules as long as they are capable of accepting a stream packet and sending out a stream packet each clock cycle.

Over-the-air updates can be performed by changing the contents of the SRI configuration layer libraries, which can be accomplished by two different approaches. In the first approach, the actual bit files stored in the libraries are transmitted to the radio and each layer modifies its library based on the programming information accompanying it. This approach however, requires the transmitter to have prior information about the hardware specifics of the receiver, which could be vendor dependent. Thus, it may not be the commercially viable solution. Alternatively, some standardized high level programming language can be used to transmit the code to the radio. The SRI layer then compiles the code to generate the bit files needed for the radio. The SRI layer modifies its own library contents using the newly generated bit files. The SRI layer also packetizes the bit files corresponding to the configuration layer and assembles them into appropriate programming packets. The second approach assumes a compiler within the SRI layer.
3.5 Example: Baseband Implementation of an IS-136 Receiver

In this section the methodology for building the baseband system for an existing cellular standard the IS-136, is described. The structure of the IS-136 transmitter is shown in Figure 3.11. The output of the VSELP speech coder is separated into class 1 and class 2 bits, based on their importance in the speech decoding process, with class 1 bits being given a higher priority. The 12 most perceptually significant class 1 bits are encoded using a Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) computation. If the CRC check fails at the receiver, the entire frame is discarded as having too many errors. The encoding process generates 260 bits from 159 speech bits for each 20ms frame. Before transmission, data is interleaved over two time slots with speech data from adjacent speech frames [26].

![Figure 3.11: IS136 transmitter](image)

In a conventional receiver, the frames are first de-interleaved. The class 1 and class 2 bits are then separated, processed, and fed into the speech decoder. This procedure inherently requires interconnections between modules that are not merely sequential. This section shows the high level mapping of the baseband algorithms into the layered architecture.

Figure 3.12 shows the layout of the processing layer and the interconnection of the modules. The first module is a standard DQPSK demodulator. The output of the
The demodulator is sent to the de-interleaver which complies with the IS-136 air interface. The de-interleaver separates the class 1 and class 2 bits using it’s stored knowledge of the location of the bits within a frame. The packets containing the class 2 bits are addressed directly to the speech decoder, hence bypassing the CRC and Viterbi decoder. The class 1 bits are addressed to the Viterbi decoder. The packet constructor at the output of the Viterbi decoder identifies the bits that need to go into the CRC check and assembles them in a separate packet. The other decoded class 1 bits are sent to the speech decoder. At the speech decoder, the packet interpreter, aligns the bits of one frame so that the speech decoder can generate the speech waveform.

![Diagram of processing layer modules](image)

Figure 3.12: Processing layer modules (baseband) for IS136 receiver

### 3.6 Conclusions

A new architecture called the layered radio architecture was introduced that provides a formal yet open design methodology for soft radios. The architecture was developed after a detailed study of the needs and design issues in a soft radio. The use of CCMs and stream-based processing was found most suitable for designing soft radios that used hardware paging. Hardware paging allows only the system in use to be implemented in hardware. The layered approach lends itself easily to standardization of soft radio systems and also allows code reuse. The processing modules and header information can also be easily standardized, allowing support from a variety of vendors. One of the
main advantages of the structure of the processing modules is that the interface between
two modules is very simple. Each module is able to accept a stream packet and send
out a stream packet in the forward and reverse directions in each cycle. The layered
architecture is scalable and completely flexible. The next chapter discusses the details
of the implementation of the three layers and describes a methodology to implement the
functionalities of these layers in hardware.
Chapter 4

Implementation of the Layered Radio Architecture

The layered radio architecture defines a three layered hardware architecture based on stream based processing using run-time reconfigurable hardware. The layered radio architecture is based on dividing a given transceiver system into two levels of abstraction between the SRI layer and the configuration layer, which together configure the processing layer for any desired functionality either once or multiple times during the implementation of the system [50]. The preceding chapter discussed the functional description of each of the layers, interaction between the layers, configuration of the radio, loading new configurations and the flow of data and control messages within the radio. This chapter presents algorithms for implementing the three layers that describe how a system can be split into different levels of abstraction, stored in memory and downloaded without interrupting the stream pipeline.

Each radio algorithm is partitioned using a modular structure and is represented as a parameterized function. The SRI layer stores the system level information along with the parameters used for the desired configuration, while the configuration layer stores the configuration bit sequences needed to program the processing layer elements. Each
algorithm can use two types of parameters called Embedded Variables (EV) and Non-Embedded Variables (NEV). Embedded variables (EV) are those variables that can be changed by altering one or more packets of the Stallion configuration bit stream. Non-embedded variables (NEV), on the other hand, enter the system through one of the data ports.

For example, an implementation of a generic variable length FIR filter uses filter length and filter coefficients as two of its parameters. The FIR filter can be implemented as a multiply-accumulate (MAC) operation with a counter that is controlled by the length of the filter. The following example of a variable length FIR filter of length \((m + 1)\), demonstrates the use of EVs, NEVs and in parameterized hardware design. Figure 4.1 shows a mapping of a variable length FIR filter on Stallion. The mapping uses four functional units labeled \(B - E\), and one multiplier labeled \(A\). The output of the FIR filter \(y(n)\), is calculated as

\[
y(n) = \sum_{i=0}^{m+1} x_i w_i
\]

where, \(x_i\) is the input data and \(w_i\)s are the FIR filter coefficient. \(x_i\) and \(w_i\) are each 16-bit values and the output of the multiplier unit \(A\), is 32 bits. The lower 16-bits are fed to the right register of FU \(D\). The FU \(D\), performs the accumulate operation, adding the new product in the right register to the previously computed sum in the left register. The conditional unit can select either the output of the ALU or the right register and is controlled by \(Flag1\). If \(Flag1\) set to ‘0’ selects the output of the ALU while \(Flag1\) set to ‘1’ selects the output of the right register. Once \(y(n)\) is computed \(Flag1\) changes to ‘1’ for one clock cycle and the accumulator is reset with the contents of the right register. The FUs \(B, C\), and \(E\) together form a counter and control the value of \(Flag1\). \(Flag1\) is set to the MSB of the ALU output of FU \(E\). This value is initially ‘0’. The variable \(A\) (initially set to ‘0’) is incremented in FU \(C\), which also acts as an accumulator. The incremented value of \(A\) is subtracted from a constant \(m\) stored in FU \(E\). As long as the
result \((m - R)\) is not negative, the MSB of the ALU output of FU \(E\) is always zero. When \(R\) becomes greater than \(m\), then \(Flag1\) (MSB of the ALU output) is set to ‘1’, which triggers a set of reset operations. In FU \(C\), the variable \(A\) is set to ‘0’ since \(Flag1\) controls the conditional unit. In FU \(D\), the conditional unit selects the contents of the right register which is then stored back in the left register, thus starting a new set of MAC operations. Thus the MAC operations are performed \((m + 1)\) times and the is an FIR filter of length \((m + 1)\).

![Diagram of a variable length FIR filter on Stallion](image)

**Figure 4.1:** Implementation of a variable length FIR filter on Stallion

The length of the filter controlled by the constant \(m\), stored as a constant in the register of a functional unit is an embedded variable, while the filter coefficients fed in through the data ports are non-embedded variables. It is important to note that the differentiation between EVs and NEVs depends on the implementation of the algorithm in the processing layer and not just the algorithm. However, the architecture allows both these types of variables and accounts for them in the design.
4.1 Implementation of the SRI Layer

The SRI layer contains the Stallion configuration codes along with the EVs and NEVs of each configuration in its memory. For each system, the SRI layer stores a configuration table for each of the processing elements used in the processing layer. The configuration table indicates the sequence of the SRI configurations, the number of cycles, and the next configuration as shown in Table 4.2. Each SRI configuration consists of a Stallion configuration code along with the EVs, the NEVs, and a stopping criterion. The SRI layer is unlike the configuration layer where the actual configuration bit streams are stored and the embedded variables are part of the bit stream. Each configuration may have to be run for a certain number of cycles that could depend on the input to the radio, or the output of the radio. If the number of cycles is controlled by the input to the radio, then the information is sent in the form of a control packet to modify the state table in the configuration layer. If however, the number of cycles is not known initially, and cannot determined by external sources, but is dependent on the processed data, then a stopping criterion is stored in the SRI layer, that decides the number of cycles that each configuration needs to run. For example, during acquisition, the algorithm need to run until the signal is acquired, which is determined by the output of the radio. The stopping criterion checks for a certain value, or range of values, at a particular output of the processing layer. The SRI layer programs the Stallion configuration state table stored in the configuration layer using this information.

4.1.1 Memory Organization

The SRI layer memory shown in Figure 4.3 contains the algorithm codes and parameters that are downloaded to the configuration layer. The SRI layer memory has a main header that contains information about the total number of processing elements present in the processing layer and the size of each of these processing elements. This information is
used to validate new configurations before they are stored in the radio. The next section in the memory contains the system descriptions. The header contains the number of valid systems, followed by the details of the processing elements used for each system. The system description contains the processing elements used and the SRI configuration table for each processing element. The next section in the memory contains information about the EVs, NEVs, stopping criterion and the next configuration. The stopping criterion and the next configuration information is used, only if they are not known a priori in the SRI configuration table. The stopping criterion tells the radio when to stop executing the current configuration and the next configuration value indicates the next configuration to be loaded based on the stopping criterion.

4.1.2 Configuring the Radio

The SRI layer performs the following functions for configuring the radio with an existing configuration that is stored in memory.

• Raise the hold line. This operation stalls the execution of the Stallion configuration table stored in the configuration layer. The SRI layer can now tell the radio about the new configurations that need to be loaded.

• Load the Stallion configuration tables. The Stallion configuration tables are sent to
the configuration layer through a series of control packets.

- Load the EV and NEVs for each processing element. The values of the EVs and NEVs are then sent to the configuration layer. The configuration layer now has all the information needed to download and execute the desired configuration. The configuration layer inserts the EVs and NEVs in the appropriate packets before downloading the information to the processing elements (Stallion).

- Reset the state table in the configuration layer. This ensures that the configuration layer starts to execute the Stallion configurations starting at the correct configuration.

- Release the hold line. Once the hold line is released by the SRI layer, the configuration layer takes over configuring the processing elements based on the new information provided.

For storing a new configuration, the corresponding values are written into the configuration layer memory as defined by the packet structure described in the following sections.
4.2 Implementation of the Configuration Layer

The bit streams needed to configure Stallion are stored in the configuration layer memory. The memory is split into two sections for data and stored configurations. Figure 4.4 shows the structure of the configuration layer. The data module buffers data and sends it to the processing layer when requested by the controller. The configuration module is responsible for maintaining the stored bit streams and sending the configuration packets to the processing layer when requested by the controller. The controller coordinates the data module and the configuration module. When a new configuration is to be loaded into memory the controller enables the configuration module to output the necessary configuration packets to the stream router. Once all the packets are sent, the configuration module sends the “all done” flag to the controller which in turn enables the data module to output the data packets to the stream router. The controller also tells the stream router whether to get the next packet from the data or the configuration module.

![Diagram of the configuration layer](image)

Figure 4.4: Structure of the configuration layer

The SRI layer sends the controller the information about the configurations to be loaded
in the form of a table shown in Table 4.1. The configuration layer has to be supplied with such a table for each Stallion (processing element) in the system. The table indicates the configuration to be run, the number of cycles, and the subsequent configuration to be run once the current run is completed. The SRI layer also has the ability to suspend the operation of the configuration layer and modify any of the entries in the system state table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>31</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Config. Code</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycles</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next Index Ptr.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Configuration layer state table

The following sections describe the packet structures for the configuration layer. The packets can be of variable length based on the header bits that indicate the nature of the packet. All the packets contain the program and the valid bit. Having these bits in each packet aids in synchronization and maintains scalability of the system. The program bit allows for the same bus to be used for data and programming information thus simplifying interface issues in hardware. The use of the valid bit has a few advantages if the receiver clock speeds are not exactly matched to the bit rates. In a soft radio that has different systems with different data rates, it eliminates the need to have a dedicated clock for each system. The overall clock rate of the radio has to be higher than the processing rates since there has to be some allowance for the programming overhead.
4.2.1 Controller Packet Description

Figure 4.5 shows the structure of the packet sent to the controller from the SRI layer. Each set of bits have a specific functionality as described below.

Hold: Halts the Stallion Configuration State Machine (SCSM) once the next set of output data is read back from Stallion.

Reset: Resets the SCSM to configuration code A and cycle 0 in the Stallion Configuration State Table.

Clear Stallion Configuration State Table: Clears all the contents of the Stallion Configuration State Table

Change Stallion Configuration State Table: The SCST contains the list of Stallion configurations to be implemented, their order, and the number of cycles for each configuration. The packet will contain a revised entry for the state table.

4.2.2 Configuration Module Packet Description

The structure of the configuration module packets is shown in Figure 4.6

Add/Delete: Indicates whether the configuration is being added or deleted. The valid configuration list is updated based on this information.

Configuration Code: Indicates the SRI layer code for the configuration information contained in the packet.

Type: These two bits indicate whether the packet contains information for the configuration header, an embedded variable or a programming stream.

Configuration Header: Packet contains the configuration header bits

Embedded Variable: The subsequent bits contain the variable number, the destination stream number, the packet number and the indirection flag. If the flag indicates a value,
Figure 4.5: Controller packet
then the information section of the packet contains the actual value of the embedded variable. Instead, if the packet contains an address then another flag bit is used to indicate whether it is an embedded or a non-embedded variable.

![Configuration Module Packet Structure](image)

Figure 4.6: Configuration module packet structure

### 4.2.3 Data Module Packet Description

Figure 4.7 shows the structure of the data module packet.

I data: Indicates that the packet contains a single sample of I data in bits 0 - 15

Q data: Indicates that the packet contains a single sample of I data in bits 16 - 31. A packet can contain I data as well as Q data.

NEV: If this bit is set, it then indicates that the packet contains a single value of an NEV array. The NEV bit cannot be set if either the I or the Q data bit is set.
NEV/Clear: Clears the contents of all the 1024 locations of the NEV array, setting them to 0. The NEV number is contained in NEV/NEV var #.

NEV/Packet #: If clear is not set, this indicates the particular NEV packet number (0 - 1023).

NEV/Flag: Indicates whether the NEV packet that is being updated is a new value or a pointer to another NEV.

NEV/Addr/NEV#: Indicates the where the NEV points to.

Figure 4.7: Data module packet structure
4.2.4 Configuration Layer Memory Organization

The configuration layer memory is split into two independent sections, one for storing data and one for storing the configuration bit streams. The data module buffers incoming data into the data memory and outputs it to the stream router when requested by the controller. The configuration module controls the configuration memory.

Data Memory

The data memory is divided into three parts. The first two parts contain the $I$ and $Q$ data while the third part contains the Non-Embedded Variables (NEV). Pointers, $I_{\text{start}}$, $I_{\text{end}}$, $Q_{\text{start}}$, and $Q_{\text{end}}$ are used to update the location of the start and end of $I$ and $Q$ data. There can be a maximum of 127 NEVs, each having a length of 1022 and a header of length 2. The header of the NEV memory contains the length of the NEV. If the header is set to zero, then the NEV has not been defined. The next memory location contains the offset value for the NEV. Offset denotes the start of the NEV in the 1022 long array. The variables wrap around once the end of the array is reached.

Figure 4.8: Data memory of the configuration layer
4.2.5 Configuration Memory

The structure of the configuration memory is shown in Figure 4.9. The configuration memory can store a maximum of 256 different Stallion configurations. Each configuration contains a header, list of embedded variables and the configuration streams. The configuration header is stored in a single memory location in a 32 bit word.

![Configuration Memory Diagram](image)

Figure 4.9: Configuration memory of the configuration layer

The configuration header contains the number of stallion clock cycles the configuration needs, the number of embedded variables used and a six-bit vector indicating the nature of the stream. A bit denoting an input stream is set to '0' and an output stream bit is set to '1'.

The structure of the embedded variable is similar to the packet structure of the embedded variable in the configuration module packet. There can be a maximum of 60 embedded variables per configuration, hence six bits are used for indexing into the embedded variables.

The embedded variables are followed by the configuration streams. Each Stallion configuration can have a maximum of six different streams corresponding to each data port.
A configuration stream is composed of a stream header followed by the actual programming stream. The programming stream bits are sent to the corresponding data port to configure Stallion. The stream header can be of two different types depending on whether the stream is an input or an output stream. The header indicates the length of the stream (number of packets) and the source of the input to the data port. The input can be I data, Q data or an NEV.

The header is followed by the programming stream bits with one 18 bit word in each memory location. The header of the output stream essentially contains the number of output packets to be expected.

The output stream itself consists of an entry for each output packet expected from Stallion. If the discard flag is set, then output is discarded. The location vector indicates where the output is directed. The output can be written to one or all of the following locations: an NEV, SRI layer, embedded variable or sent back to a data port.

## 4.3 Implementation of the Processing Layer

The processing layer is responsible for performing all the data processing and other demodulation functions. The processing layer consists of a series of processing elements, possibly of different sizes. Each processing element can be configured during run-time using configuration bit streams. The structure of the processing element was described in detail in Section 3.3.3. The configuration layer, formats the configuration bits as well as the data bits for the processing layer. The formatted stream packets are used directly in the processing elements without any further modifications.
4.4 Conclusions

An algorithm for the implementation of the layered radio architecture described in Chapter 3, is presented here. The algorithm is based on the design approach used for the layered radio architecture. The algorithms demonstrate the feasibility of implementing the layered radio architecture and describes the actual procedures needed for storing a new configuration in the radio, loading an existing configuration, controlling algorithm execution, and the interaction between the three layers. The algorithm describes in detail the messaging structure, organization of the memory, and the setup of the configuration and SRI layers that can be implemented in hardware. The next chapter discusses some key receiver implementations based on the layered radio architecture using Stallion for the processing layer and looks at some performance issues.
Chapter 5

Hardware Implementation of Receiver Architectures

The layered radio architecture is designed to support multimode radios with different transceiver structures that can be programmed and downloaded from memory. The procedures and algorithms discussed in Chapter 4 can be used to implement the architecture on hardware. This chapter describes the hardware implementation and memory management for two different complex receiver structures based on the layered radio architecture. The implementations demonstrate the feasibility of the architecture using practical hardware and indicate the performance of such systems.

The first receiver is an adaptive single user CDMA receiver using Least Mean Squares (LMS) based adaptation. The complex receiver structure performs despreading, tracking as well as equalization. The LMS algorithm tracks the signal and updates the filter coefficients every symbol resulting in an extremely complex and computationally intensive system compared to most practical receivers.

The second receiver, a more practical system, is a W-CDMA rake receiver with channel estimation. The rake receiver is one of the most computationally intensive sections
of a practical CDMA receiver including 3G receivers that are used in existing as well as future wireless systems. The implementation of the W-CDMA rake receiver using 32 bit spreading codes uses just 8.9% of Stallion’s processing power demonstrating the feasibility of the system architecture.

In the absence of the Stallion chip during the development of the systems, emulation and simulation tools were used that accurately model the functioning of Stallion. The Stallion simulator described in Section 3.1.2 can be used to implement algorithms on Stallion, debug systems and evaluate performance issues. The Stallion emulator is on a Xilinx Virtex1000 FPGA that is part of the SLAAC1V FPGA board designed by ISI, Inc. Since a complete Stallion could not be accommodated on the Virtex FPGA, only parts of stallion actually in use were emulated on the FPGA. However, the Stallion emulation could be used to verify the hardware interface of the processing layer to the configuration layer to complement the simulator in modeling Stallion.

The receiver implementations examine the processing power of Stallion, memory requirements and tradeoffs between area, power consumption, and processing power. The chapter concludes with the hardware requirements for the layered radio architecture and some suggested improvements for Stallion.

5.1 Implementation of a Single-User Adaptive Receiver Using Stallion

A single user CDMA receiver using complex adaptive filtering is implemented using the layered radio architecture [51]. The processing layer is implemented on Stallion to achieve fast run-time reconfiguration. The implementation demonstrates the feasibility of the layered radio architecture using existing hardware components.

A reconfigurable transmitter, called Completely COfigurable Transmitter (COCOT),
designed specifically for the soft radio is used to generate transmit signal. The transmit signal is a turbo code encoded, spread spectrum signal with differentially encoded BPSK modulation. The signal is mixed at an Intermediate Frequency (IF) of 68 MHz and then upconverted to an RF frequency of 2.05 GHz. At the receiver, the Rockwell Miniature Radio Codec (MRC) is used to convert the signal to baseband. The baseband signal at the receiver has a residual frequency since the MRC does not use coherent demodulation. To handle the residual frequency, the receiver is designed to use differential decoding. The single user receiver uses a complex adaptive filter based on the Least Mean Squares (LMS) algorithm to perform demodulation and despreading. The differentially decoded signal estimates are then sent to a turbo decoder that gives the final bit estimates.

5.1.1 Receiver Structure

Figure 5.1 shows the functional block diagram of the baseband receiver. The acquisition process uses a matched filter to determine the position of the symbol. This information is used in the tracking loop using the complex LMS filter. Figure 5.2 shows the algorithm used for acquisition. The matched filter is initialized with spreading code of the user. The magnitude of the output of the matched filter is averaged over \( L \) symbols. To simplify the hardware implementation and avoid a square root operation, the square of the magnitude is used, in place of the actual magnitude. A maximum search is performed over the averaged output to determine the peak location. If this peak exceeds the preset threshold, the system switches to the tracking loop.

The tracking scheme uses a complex filter that is two symbols long with LMS adaptation [23]. The long filter is an FIR filter used for despreading, tracking, as well as synchronization. The position of the non-zero weights within the long filter depends on the actual position of the symbol. The long filter is initialized to the spreading code of the user. The initial position of the spreading code in filter is decided by the position of the symbol located during acquisition. Once the signal is acquired, the position (and
value) of the weights within the long filter is decided by the LMS adaptation algorithm. The oversampling in the symbol helps compensate the drift in the system clock. The position of the weights are updated using LMS adaptation.

The received signal is demodulated non-coherently by the MRC, which results in a residual frequency on both the I and Q channels. The differential encoding of the I and Q signals helps retain the correct sign of the bits. However, the traditional LMS structure has to be modified to accommodate the differential decoding in the adaptive filter [33]. Correspondingly the weight update equations are modified as

\[ y(n) = w^H(n)r(n) \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.1)

\[ w(n + 1) = w(n) + \mu e^*(n)r(n)y^*(n - 1) \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)

where, \( y(n) \) corresponds to the output of the filter at each symbol, \( r(n) \) is the received signal, \( w(n) \) is the weight vector, \( e(n) \) is the error vector and \( \mu \) is the step size. The weights are updated at the symbol rate.

Figure 5.1: Block diagram of the single user adaptive receiver
The differentially decoded signal estimate is then decoded using a turbo decoder. However, the complex filter is updated using the hard limited filtered signal thus operating in decision directed mode. The tracking loop also needs to ensure that the filter weights do not shift beyond the edge of the increased length filter. In case this happens, the filter weights are reset, and the received signal is adjusted for signal continuity, by varying the number of samples shifted into the filter.

The radio is capable of changing the spreading code, length of the filter as well as the convergence speed through programming. Additionally, the receiver is also able to vary the adaptation algorithms used, thus demonstrating the features of a true soft radio.

The receiver is implemented on the SLAAC FPGA board by ISI, Inc. The PCI based SLAAC board contains three Xilinx Virtex-1000 FPGAs. The Stallion is emulated on the SLAAC board prior to the fabrication of the chip. Figure 5.3 shows the system level design of the single user adaptive receiver. The receiver can accept data either from the MRC or directly from the PC. The figure shows the main components of the SLAAC board.

The SRI and configuration layers are implemented directly on the Xilinx FPGA, while the processing layer is implemented on the emulated Stallion. Various parameters of the radio like the spreading code, filter length, adaptation coefficient for the LMS algorithm,
and number of symbols used for acquisition are variable in the system. This information is passed on to the configuration layer in the form of embedded and non-embedded variables. The number of cycles the acquisition configuration executes for determines the number of symbols used in acquisition. The use of the Stallion allows run time reconfigurability and gives the radio the desired flexibility. Since Stallion lacks internal memory, the Xilinx FPGA containing the SRI and configuration layers are used for storage. However, all the computational tasks are performed by Stallion. The turbo decoder is implemented on the third Xilinx FPGA. The output of the processing layer is sent back to the SRI layer through the configuration layer. The de-packetized output of the SRI layer is then sent to the turbo decoder which generates the final bit estimates.

![Diagram of GloMo soft radio](image)

Figure 5.3: GloMo soft radio

The concept of hardware paging is demonstrated as Stallion is configured into the following modes to implement the CDMA receiver: acquire and synchronize, filter, demodulate I and Q, alter $\mu$, calculate error and new weights, update the weights, and locate the position of the weights. The alter $\mu$ configuration can be used to dynamically vary the value of $\mu$ for each iteration. The number of configuration and processing clock cycles are shown for each configuration in Table 5.1, where $n$ denotes the number of symbols used for acquisition.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Configuration Clock Cycles</th>
<th>Processing Clock Cycles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acquire and synchronize</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>4440*n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calc. of error and new weights</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexible</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demodulate I, Q</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update new weights</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locate position of new weights</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>785</td>
<td>565+4440*n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Configuration and processing clock cycles for each symbol. Note n is the number of symbols used in acquisition
The receiver structure demonstrates a very high use of hardware paging in a complex receiver structure. The tracking algorithms updates the filter coefficients once every symbol which is more frequent than most practical systems. Further, the receiver uses only one Stallion and has to frequently page algorithms in and out of the system several times during each symbol. As a result, there is an overuse of hardware paging (due to lack of availability of more Stallions), and the programming clock cycles are comparable to the processing clock cycles. Ideally, the system has to be designed such that the processing clock cycles are much higher than the programming clock cycles so that the vast majority of time is spent in computing and not reprogramming. This receiver structure can be implemented more efficiently with the use of multiple Stallions. Assuming a clock speed of 50MHz, during acquisition, the system can support data rates up to about 11 Kbps, and during tracking, the system can support data rates of 40 Kbps. The clock speed, and mapping area are two parameters that can be controlled by the designer while implementing algorithms on the processing layer. A higher clock speed allows for higher bit rates at the cost of a higher power consumption. Alternatively, for a fixed clock speed, a higher data rate can be obtained by using a larger area and increased parallel processing, thus reducing the number of programming clock cycles for each symbol.

5.2 Implementation of a W-CDMA Rake Receiver with Channel Estimation

The implementation of a W-CDMA rake receiver with channel estimation is geared to demonstrate the ability of the proposed soft radio architecture to support existing and future high data rate systems [52]. The rake receiver is one of the most complex structures in a CDMA receiver that places high demands on the processing power of the system. The implementation shows that the layered radio architecture with the use of CCMs can support robust high data rate systems without trading flexibility for
high-speed processing which frequently occurs when designers use ASICs for high speed designs. The system is implemented using the Stallion simulator for the processing layer while the SRI and configuration layers are implemented in software. The Stallion with 12 data ports is used in this system instead of 6 data ports to demonstrate how the parallel processing features of Stallion can be exploited in the design. Further, addition of these additional data ports to the actual chip is relatively straightforward.

Figure 5.4 describes the structure of the downlink rake receiver with channel estimation. The rake receiver acts on the de-scrambled data of the Dedicated Physical Data Channel (DPDCH) [60]. Length 32, Orthogonal Variable Spreading Factor (OVSF) codes oversampled by a factor of 2 with 8 pilot bits per slot are used for the system. The three finger downlink rake receiver operating on a time varying channel with Rayleigh fading uses the averaging method [6] for channel estimation. The channel estimates are formed as

$$\hat{h}_{avg}(n) = \frac{1}{N_p} \sum_{m=0}^{N_p-1} \hat{h}(m, n)$$ (5.3)

where $\hat{h}(m, n)$, is the instantaneous or rough estimate of the $m^{th}$ symbol in the $n^{th}$ slot, and $N_p$ is the number of pilot bits in the slot. The instantaneous channel estimate vector for each slot is formed as

$$\hat{h}(m, n) = R(m, n)/\text{pilot\_symbol}(m)$$ (5.4)

where, $R(m, n)$ is the despread bit estimate, and $\text{pilot\_symbol}(m)$ is the value of the pilot known a priori and is either +1 or -1. Once the average channel estimate is computed, the multipath signals are added using maximal ratio combining to generate the symbol estimate $z(n)$ as
\[ z(n) \sum_{i=1}^{f} R(n, i) \ast \text{conj}(\hat{h}_{\text{avg}}(i)) \]  

(5.5)

where, the number of rake fingers \( f \), is set to 3, and \( \text{conj}(\cdot) \) refers to complex conjugate(\cdot). The receiver is implemented using a single Stallion for the processing layer. The implementation uses four configurations per slot that are consecutively paged into Stallion based on the packets received from the configuration Layer. The four configurations, identified in Figure 5.4 are matched filter, channel estimation, channel compensation, and Equal Gain Combining (EGC). The channel compensation configuration and EGC configuration together perform the function of Maximal Ratio Combining (MRC). The matched filter configuration despreads the signal (using spreading code \( c_i \)) for one slot where the delays are tuned to the most significant multipaths. The 32-bit spreading code is stored as a pair of 16-bit constants in two functional units where each bit represents one of the chips in the spreading code. A new chip sample is shifted out every other clock cycle (oversampling factor = 2) and used to despread the received samples. Routing within the configuration layer separates out the pilot bits after desping for use in the channel estimation configuration to form the channel estimates. The channel estimation configuration operates in a manner similar to the matched filter configuration, storing the training sequence as an 8-bit constant and then averaging over the 8 pilot bits. After the despread channel estimates are formed, the channel compensation configuration multiplies the despread data bits with the complex conjugate of the channel forming the MRC estimates. Finally, the maximal ratio estimates from each finger are added in the EGC configuration to generate the final bit estimates.

### 5.2.1 Performance of the Receiver

The performance of the W-CDMA receiver gives an indication of some of the performance bounds and issues for high data rate systems. The performance of a soft radio receiver can be analyzed by examining metrics like area, power consumption, and clock speeds
needed to support required data rates without trading flexibility. In addition to the conventional metrics, ease of reconfiguration, reconfiguration overhead, and amount of reconfiguration possible also need to be considered. Though feasibility of a system is dependent on the exact system to be implemented, examining the performance of the W-CDMA receiver gives a good indication of the capabilities of the architecture for addressing real-world problems using existing hardware.

The implementation of the W-CDMA receiver uses four configurations to process data from one slot, where each slot requires a certain amount of overhead programming bits before the data bits can be processed. The W-CDMA receiver has complete reconfigurability since the configuration bits are downloaded for each receiver structure. The minimum clock speed needed to support W-CDMA data rates, required silicon area, and power consumption gives a good indication of the feasibility of the implementation and illustrates design tradeoffs.

Table 5.2 lists the programming and processing cycles needed for each configuration
and the corresponding Stallion utilization in terms of the number of functional units used for each configuration. The bulk of the receiver processing takes place in the despreading operation in the matched filter configuration. The matched filter configuration makes excellent use of Stallion’s resources by simultaneously operating on all three fingers’ I and Q channels, resulting in an extremely low cycle count for that configuration. The implementation of the 3-finger rake takes 5976 cycles per slot, where each slot contains 160*32*2 or 10240 samples with 5120 chips. This yields an aggregate processing rate of \( \frac{5976}{10240} = 0.5836 \) cycles per sample. The W-CDMA standard uses a chip rate of 3.84 Mchips/sec. This sets the minimum operating speed of Stallion to \((5976/5120)*3.84\text{Mchips/sec} = 4.48 \text{ MHz}\) for the current configuration. A Stallion implementation of this system operating at a typical speed of 50 MHz will be operating at only 8.96% of the maximum processing rate (which we define as the percentage cycle utilization), demonstrating the architecture’s capacity to support very high data rates. It has to be noted that while the minimum processing clock speed is 4.48MHz, data needs to be clocked in at the W-CDMA rate. The reduction in the processing clock speed is due to the parallel implementation of the three rake fingers. Table 5.2 lists the memory requirements for the programming bits. The implementation uses about 18Kbits for programming and 8Kbits for storing data in-between configurations resulting in low memory requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Programming Bits</th>
<th>Programming Clock Cycles</th>
<th>Processing Clock Cycles</th>
<th>Fus Used (60 max)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matched Filter</td>
<td>5632</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>5287</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel Estimation</td>
<td>3008</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel Compensation</td>
<td>7552</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGC</td>
<td>1536</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>17728</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>5643</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table 5.2: Stallion implementation statistics |
Figure 5.5 shows the percentage utilization of a single Stallion implementing the W-CDMA downlink rake receiver with channel estimation for different spreading codes and oversampling factors. There is a slight reduction in percentage utilization in going from spreading codes lengths of 4 to 64 due to the reduction in overhead for each slot. A shift register is used to shift out the spreading code, which needs to be reset more often for shorter length spreading codes, contributing to an increase in overhead operations. There is an abrupt increase in processing cycles for spreading codes of length 128 since different mapping structures are needed for these longer length codes. The spreading code generator and the rake fingers can no longer fit on one Stallion and have to be split across multiple Stallions or configurations.

Figure 5.5: Percentage utilization of Stallion for different spreading factors

In the absence of the Stallion chip, power consumption for the chip is estimated using simulation techniques. Power consumption is given by $\frac{1}{2} CV^2 f$, and is estimated based
on the capacitance $C$, the supply voltage $V$ (3.3V), and frequency of bit flips $f$. Figure 5.6 shows the programming and processing power consumption as a function of time (clock cycles), using this approximation. As can be seen from the figure, the Stallion is idle for most of the slot duration and is active for about 8.9% of the slot duration. The average power consumption during the active period is 2.9 Watts, and the overall power consumption during operation (considering the active and inactive periods) is about 0.25 Watts. The power consumption during programming depend on the number of FUs that need to be programmed and the programming path itself. The matched filter configuration executes for nearly 6000 clock cycles and the periodic nature of the graph in Figure 5.6 corresponds to each symbol being despread. After each symbol is despread, certain initializations are performed which correspond to the drop in power consumption before the start of the next symbol. The power consumption for the other configurations are marked on the figure. As expected, the average power consumption in each configuration is proportional to the number of FUs used for that configuration and can be verified from Table 5.2. The channel compensation configuration that uses 56 FUs has the highest average power consumption.

In the absence of rigorous power estimation and comparison schemes, it is useful to compare the Stallion with a CMOS ASIC radio for W-CDMA built at UC Berkeley, specifically for low power implementation. This radio uses 4.5mW for a three finger rake receiver with a supply voltage of 1.5 Volts or about 22mW for a supply voltage of 3.3Volts [57]. The power consumption of the ASIC CMOS rake implementation with 3.3V is lower than the estimated power consumption of the Stallion rake receiver by a factor of 11. Although Stallion exhibits a higher power consumption for the same rake task, this additional power consumption is a reasonable penalty for the added programmable flexibility. The Stallion circuits wasn’t designed explicitly for power consumption and there is much room for improvement in the design of Stallion with the use of low power circuit design methodologies to make it suitable for commercial low power wireless applications and more competitive with an ASIC regarding power consumption.
Figure 5.6: Power consumption for the downlink rake receiver
A soft radio based on the layered radio architecture using multiple Stallions can use Stallion’s processing power efficiently by implementing hardware paging not just across systems, but within a system as described above in the two receiver structures. The unused portions of the hardware can be turned off to conserve power while the active sections of the hardware can be optimized for efficiency.

The architecture of Stallion is scalable and multiple Stallions can be cascaded simply by connecting the data ports of the Stallions for increasing the processing capacity as needed for complex systems. Only the system in use is programmed in hardware and consumes power, while the other configurations are stored in memory.

There are various tradeoffs in implementing on the processing layer. These include the partitioning of the system across multiple configurations, selection of the number of Stallions (or other processing elements), and choosing the operating clock speed. Using a large number of configurations to process a small number of data bits is not efficient since clock cycles (and power) are wasted in overhead programming. On the other hand using too few configurations results in parts of the system being idle for a long durations, especially when different parts of the systems are operating at different sample rates. For instance, after despeading the sample rate reduces by a factor proportional to the spreading gain. If the system is implemented without any hardware paging, then parts of the system (after despeading) operating on lower sample rates, will remain idle and have a low utilization factor. There is a similar drop in sample rates in systems using decoders with coding gain. For maximum efficiency, all components should be operating at 100% utilization factor, but this is hard to achieve in practice.

We define the paging ratio as the ratio of the number of data bits (or samples) processed to the number of configurations used to complete the processing. The chosen paging ratio determines the area and the minimum clock speed. As a larger area is used, system tends to be “laid out flat”, i.e., implemented without the use of any hardware paging, and the clock speed tends to decrease. While lower clock speeds reduce the power consumption
of the individual components, the increased area adds to the power consumption. Thus a good design approach is to choose a paging ratio that maximizes utilization, while minimizing area, and clock speed. The paging ratio metric can be further refined with the knowledge of the configuration bit stream which is specific to each implementation.

The W-CDMA downlink rake receiver uses four configurations for processing 160 bits resulting in a paging ratio of 160/4 = 40 bits per configuration, or 160*32*2/4 = 2560 samples per configuration. The single user CDMA receiver using LMS adaptation uses 7 configurations to process 1 bit, resulting in a paging ratio of 0.1429 bits per configuration or 60/7 = 8.57 samples per configuration. This paging ratio is very low and reflects an inefficient implementation as seen in Section 5.1.1.

Figure 5.7 shows the tradeoff in area and clock speed on % cycle utilization in a 3-dimensional graph. The mappings are done in increments of one quarter Stallion, with 100% indicating a complete Stallion. It can be seen that the percentage utilization decreases with increase in clock speed and area. In this particular receiver architecture, the clock cycles, and hence percentage utilization is mainly dictated by the matched filter configuration. Thus while partitioning algorithms, it is important to focus on the dominating configuration which, if mapped efficiently leads to the most substantial gains in efficiency.

5.3 Hardware Requirements for Implementing the Layered Radio Architecture

The previous sections described the layered radio architecture, the functions of each of the three layers, and some example receiver implementations. The actual processing of the data is performed in the processing layer, while the SRI layer and the configuration layer together aid in configuring, controlling and updating the radio. All three layers use
Figure 5.7: Tradeoffs in Stallion for W-CDMA rake receiver implementation
stream based processing. The processing layer needs to be implemented using run-time reconfigurable hardware and one possible hardware platform for the processing layer is the CCM Stallion described in previous chapters.

The functions of the SRI and configuration layer are well defined within the stream based architecture. The functions include loading a new configuration to the radio (possibly through over-the-air updates using software validation), configuring the radio using a stored configuration, controlling the execution of the processing layer, and transmitting processed data back to the higher layers. Implementing such functionalities does not necessitate the use of run-time reconfigurable hardware and these two layers can be implemented using fast fixed point DSPs or micro-controllers. They do, however, have to be capable of fast memory access and should have the ability to access to multiple scalable memory units.

5.3.1 Suggested Improvements for Stallion

The receiver implementation examples using Stallion indicate that the processing power of Stallion is sufficient to handle current and future high data rate systems since the arrangement of the functional units allows for massive parallelization of algorithms. Stallion also supports fast reconfiguration and has relatively low programming overhead. The availability of fast run-time partial (as well as complete) reconfigurability supplemented with high processing power makes the chip useful for soft radio applications.

However, full utilization of Stallion’s processing power and fast reconfiguration is limited by the number of I/O ports. In it’s present form there are six bidirectional data ports. While Stallion’s I/O bandwidth is higher than that of conventional DSPs, increasing the number of data ports would aid in better utilization of the chip’s processing power. Increasing the number of dataports, which is equivalent to increasing the width of the stream bus in the processing layer, can substantially speed up processing by enabling
better parallelization of algorithms.

Alternatively, having separate local memory access to functional units reduces the dependency on data ports for bringing intermediate variables into the chip. Each processing element (or Stallion for instance) can be designed to have access to certain memory banks. For instance by having four memory banks, as shown in Figure 5.8, the filter coefficients for the multipliers can be stored in the memory and input to the multipliers, thus freeing the data ports. Similarly, the intermediate results can then be stored in the local memory rather than in the higher layers. This will substantially reduce the number of clock cycles that are inefficiently used for memory storage. A possible architecture for addition of memory is shown in Figure 5.8.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 5.8: Possible approach for adding memory to Stallion**

The mappings of receiver algorithms on Stallion, included in Appendices A and B, show that a large number of functional units are being used to route variables to particular functional units, data ports or multipliers. The FU is essentially being “wasted” for routing and its full processing power is not being used. Instead having more skip busses,
for instance, in all four directions avoids their inefficient use for routing purposes, and can allow the FUs to be used for computation intensive operations.

Sign regeneration circuits are needed in the absence of signed multipliers on Stallion, which take up additional FU space. Implementation of multipliers that can handle signed and unsigned number formats will eliminate the FUs to be used for sign regeneration circuits, which can then be used for other computational tasks instead. Finally, the option to power down unused FUs to save power when they are not being used will reduce the overall power consumption. The unused FUs can be powered down by temporarily suspending the clock to those FUs. In addition, other low power design techniques need to be investigated to make the CCM suitable for use in commercial mobile applications.

5.4 Conclusions

The implementation of two receivers and their performance analysis indicates the capabilities of the run-time reconfigurable architecture using the CCM Stallion. While the system is capable of handling existing and future high data rate systems, design of low power CCMs with large I/O bandwidth is desirable for soft radio implementations. The layered radio architecture has many tradeoffs, particularly in the implementation of the processing layer. The tradeoffs include silicon area, clock speed, percentage utilization and power consumption. It is especially important to balance the paging ratio with the percentage utilization to create an overall low cost system.
Chapter 6

Conclusions

This dissertation began with a review of key research issues in software radios. This review pointed to the need for resources such as reconfigurable computing devices that offers flexibility and performance tradeoff between a DSP, microprocessor and an ASIC. However, the current design approaches to using FPGAs are based on ad-hoc designs and lack a systematic design procedure which stifles their widespread use across platforms and standards. Further, existing architectures that use configurable computing support only subsets of fixed systems and features and are not truly flexible radios. After examining various architectures and methodologies it was found that a run-time reconfigurable platform using stream based processing provided an architecture that supports all the desired features of a software radios while keeping the architecture simple, scalable, and maximizing the utilization of the radio hardware. Having identified the design issues and the design methodology, a three layered hardware architecture with the Soft Radio Interface (SRI) layer, the configuration layer and the processing layer, is developed using custom computing machines that enables hardware paging. Hardware paging aids in maximizing performance using minimum hardware. Desired sub-systems are split into two levels of abstraction and stored in memory for downloading to the processing layer when the sub-systems are needed.
The layered architecture presents an open yet formal and unified structure for implementing soft radios on reconfigurable platforms. The layered approach lends itself easily to standardization of soft radio systems and also allows code reuse. The processing modules and header information can also be easily standardized, allowing support from a variety of vendors. One of the main advantages of the structure of the processing modules is that the interface between two modules is very simple. Each module is able to accept a stream packet and send out a stream packet in the forward and reverse directions in each cycle. The layered radio architecture is a flexible, scalable soft radio architecture that can support all the desirable features of a soft radio at the cost of additional programming overhead and slightly higher clock speeds to accommodate the overhead information. However, the disadvantage of higher clock rates can be overcome with the use of massive parallel structures that can reduce clock speeds.

The architecture describes in detail the functionalities of each of the three layers followed by algorithms for their implementation in existing hardware platforms. The architecture is then validated with the development of two receiver structures. The CCM Stallion, fabricated by Virginia Tech’s configurable computing group, is used for the processing layer to implement hardware paging. The implementation of the W-CDMA receiver demonstrates that the architecture with the use of Stallion can support existing high data rate systems. The dissertation also contains a discussion of the design techniques needed to implement such systems using hardware paging to maximize performance. While the individual implementations of each system on the layered radio architecture may not be optimal compared to a “Velcro” ASIC approach, as the number of systems increase, the layered radio approach becomes a lower cost solution. Partitioning the sub-systems by selecting the appropriate paging ratio results in maximum silicon efficiency and provides overall performance.

The report also describes the hardware requirements for implementing the layered radio architecture and outlines design characteristics that can improve the utility of Stallion. While the basic structure of Stallion is useful for soft radio applications, it can be
improved by providing additional signed multipliers, skip busses, data ports and memory and reducing the number of shift registers. The power consumption can also be improved using suggestions described in the previous chapter.

6.1 Scope for Future Research

The development of an RF front end to support software radios and the design of the interface between the RF hardware and the baseband sections of the radio is a challenging task. The digital baseband section of the radio can be designed to compensate for poor dynamic range with the use of smart A/D converters and predistortion algorithms that can be implemented in reconfigurable hardware. The design of a smart interface and algorithms that control the interaction between the two sections of a radio is an important research area for software radios.

The layered radio architecture addresses most of the baseband issues in the development of a soft radio. However, the development of a flexible RF front end and/or very high speed A/D converters is crucial to the implementation of soft radios. In the absence of very high speed A/D converters that can digitize signals at the antenna and digital hardware that can operate at such high speeds, the focus is on designing flexible RF front ends. While there is no solution so far, there have been many attempts at designing such front ends and is still an open research issue.

The layered radio architecture uses CCMs in the processing layer because of their ability to support run-time reconfiguration to enable hardware paging. This dissertation uses a CCM called Stallion to validate and demonstrate the architecture. It is however possible to design efficient CCMs specifically tailored for wireless communication applications, that have an optimum mix of the basic computational elements and use low power design techniques. This would involve detailed profiling of algorithms as well as development of CCM architectures with distributed resources and flexible interconnects as mentioned in
Section 5.3.1. Design of CCMs using multiple DSP cores with flexible interconnects can also provide good hardware platforms for the processing layer. I/O bandwidth is a major challenge for DSPs. The Stallion architecture allows for expansion of I/O data ports to increase I/O bandwidth. In contrast, expanding the I/O bandwidth in conventional DSPs may involve major changes to the architecture. Expanding Stallion’s capabilities based on the suggestions in Section 5.3.1 would be a useful research direction.

This report presents a scheme where the processing modules are connected in a sequential manner. Connecting the modules in a sequential manner is a first step in designing soft radios, but a more sophisticated and powerful approach is to network these modules in the processing layer. For example, creating a mesh of processing modules with 4-connectivity, can increase the processing power tremendously. This of course opens a new area of research where the stream packets no longer travel in just one (or two) directions. This design approach would have to consider routing aspects, packet collision and prevention, and packet ordering, which are the same issues encountered in packet radio communication systems. However, this change can be viewed as just an extension of the layered architecture. A new layer, a network layer, can be inserted between the configuration layer and the processing layer that takes care of the packet routing and collating of information obtained from the processing layer. Other aspects of the architecture can remain unchanged.
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Appendix A

Stallion Configurations for the
Single User CDMA Receiver
Figure 1.1: Acquisition
Figure 1.2: FIR filtering
Figure 1.3: Complex demodulation
Figure 1.4: Alter $\mu$
Figure 1.5: Error computation
Figure 1.6: Computation of new weights
Appendix B

Stallion Configurations for the
W-CDMA Receiver
Note: Entire bottom mesh of Stallion is not used, $f_2 I$ is delayed by one sample.

**LEGEND**

- Data (16 + 1 Valid Bit) over Local Bus
  Clocked Transmission
- Data (16 + 1 Valid Bit) over Skip Bus
  Instantaneous Transmission
- Point on Skip Bus indicates information being passed on Skip Bus is used in current Functional Unit
- Integer Multiplier
  Unused in this configuration
- ADD
  Add together the contents of the left and right registers

Figure 2.1: Maximal ratio combining
Note: Entire bottom mesh of Stallion is not used. Performs despreading operation. Spreading code can be set at time of programming by altering stored spreading constants.

**LEGEND**

- Data (16 + 1 Valid Bit) over Local Bus
  - Clocked Transmission
- Data (16 + 1 Valid Bit) over Skip Bus
  - Instantaneous Transmission
- Flag (1 bit) over F1 Skip Bus
  - Instantaneous Transmission
- Flag (1 bit) over F2 Skip Bus
  - Instantaneous Transmission
- Point on Skip Bus indicates information being passed on Skip Bus is used in current Functional Unit
- Integer Multiplier
  - Unused in this configuration
- Signed Multiply
  - Effectively Multiplies Input Data by Flag 1 Bit
  - Generates the 2’s complement negative of the input data.
  - Selects negated or unaltered data as output based on value in flag1.
- ACCumulate
  - Accumulates input data.
  - Clears accumulate register when an invalid data word is received in its operand register.
- Generate Reset
  - Goes high if invalid data is input
- Generates spreading code samples oversampled by a factor of

---

Figure 2.2: Matched filtering
Figure 2.3: Generation of the spreading code
Note: Entire bottom mesh of Stallion is not used, Correlates Received Pilot bits with pilot spreading sequence stored in constants in B2 and A7.

**LEGEND**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagram</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| [ ]    | Data (16 + 1 Valid Bit) over Local Bus  
       | Clocked Transmission |
| [ ]    | Data (16 + 1 Valid Bit) over Skip Bus  
       | Instantaneous Transmission |
| [ ]    | Flag (1 bit) over F1 Skip Bus  
       | Instantaneous Transmission |
| [ ]    | Flag (1 bit) over F2 Skip Bus  
       | Instantaneous Transmission |
| [ ]    | Point on Skip Bus indicates information being passed on Skip Bus is used in current Functional Unit |
| [ ]    | Integer Multiplier  
       | Unused in this configuration |
| [ ]    | Signed Multiply  
       | Effectively Multiplies Input Data by Flag 1 Bit  
       | Generates the 2’s complement negative of the input data.  
       | Selects negated or unaltered data as output based on value in flag1. |
| [ ]    | ACCumulate  
       | Accumulates input data.  
       | Clears accumulate register when an invalid data word is received in its operand register. |
| [ ]    | Signed Right Shift 1  
       | Shifts data in Left Register Right by 1. Maintains Sign.  
       | Equivalent to a divide by 2. |
| [ ]    | 1 Training Sequence GENerator  
       | Generates I portion of Training Sequence for Pilot Bits.  
       | 8 bits are stored in a constant and sequentially shifted out.  
       | Resets off of reset line generated by invalid data |
| [ ]    | Q Training Sequence GENerator  
       | Generates Q portion of Training Sequence for Pilot Bits.  
       | 8 bits are stored in a constant and sequentially shifted out. |

**Figure 2.4: Channel estimation**
Figure 2.5: Generation of the pilot sequence
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